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4 May 1941: “What we experienced in Poland and on the Western Front was only a promenade 
in comparison!” 

14 May 1941: “The War in Africa is something different to that in Europe. It is simply a question 
of man against man. There are no masses of men and material… it is a battle between 
opponents on the ground, in the air, and both on equal terms. Eye to eye, blow for blow. Were 
the battle not so brutal, so devoid of the higher principles, one could compare it with the 
romantic idea of jousting amongst knights. It has been like this since El Brega, at Agedabia, and 
now before Tobruk’ 

Diary of Leutnant Joachim Schorm, 6. Kompanie / Panzer Regiment 5  
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THE BATTLES 
 
The campaign in North Africa evokes so many emotions. It was the first time that the British 
began to make progress on land after the ignominious withdrawal from France. Coupled with 
the strategic victory in the air during the Battle of Britain, the success in Operation Compass in 
December 1940 strengthened morale across the British Commonwealth. 
 
Battles of North Africa, unlike the prior Panzer Battles releases (Kursk & Normandy) covers 
multiple battles in the Mediterranean theatre during 1941. Beginning with the aforementioned 
Operation Compass, additionally the German intervention during Unternehmen Sonnenblume, 
the Tobruk siege, German parachute landings in Greece & Crete and Operations Brevity, 
Battleaxe and Crusader are included.  
 
Both sides had significant constraints; the British were recovering from their strategic defeat in 
France, the Italians were struggling to support the war effort with an underdeveloped economy 
while the Germans were focused on the launching of the invasion of Russia (Unternehmen 
Barbarossa) in June 1941.  
 
The desert though was to be the ultimate victor. The logistical requirements to support an army 
in extended operations was to prove beyond the ability of either side and the 1941 
engagements were to be marked by theatre wide advances and retreats multiple times.  
This third release in the Panzer Battles franchise is focused on many of the large and small 
battles that occurred in eastern Libya and western Egypt as well as Greece. It is a departure 
from the more static battles of the earlier titles and manoeuvre engagements are much more 
prevalent.  
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THE MAPS 
 
There are several master maps used in the North Africa 1941 title. Primary maps for Beda 
Fomm and Mersa Brega cover western Cyrenaica (Libya). Maleme, Heraklion, Retimo and Stilos 
cover Crete and Corinth Canal is included for Greece. The largest map, stretches from Derna 
(Cyrenaica Libya) to just west of Mersa Matruh (Egypt). This map covers a staggering 1.23m 
hexes. All maps were made by hand from the US Army map service maps or the equivalent 
British GSGS maps, released during or just after the war. These maps are 1:250,000 scale and 
the large North Africa game map required the joining of ten map sheets to cover the 
appropriate area. 

 
Several reference scenarios (non-playable) with the various maps are included; 
#Map_Battleaxe, #Map_Beda_Fomm, #MP_Brevity, #Map_Compass, #Map_Corinth_Canal, 
#Map_Heraklion, #Map_Maleme, #Map_Mersa_el_Brega, #Map_North_Africa_1941, 
#Map_Retimo, #Map_Stilos   Two maps covering the defences at Bardia and Tobruk are also 
included; #Map_Bardia_Defences, #Map_Tobruk_Defences 
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THE ORDER OF BATTLE 
 
The North Africa 1941 orders of battle were based on the forces that took part across the 
twelve months of conflict. We do not believe any computer game system (or book) has covered 
this number of operations at a platoon/squad level previously.  
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 Ten reference scenarios (non-playable) with all the units in the orders of battle are included;  
#Units_401209_Sidi_Barrani, #Units_410103_Bardia, #Units_410120_Italian_Tobruk, 
#Units_410205_Beda_Fomm, #Units_410331_Operation_Sonnenblume, 
#Units_410426_Corinth_Canal, #Units_410430_Tobruk, #Units_410515_Operation_Brevity, 
#Units_410520_Operation_Merkur, #Units_410615_Operation_Battleaxe, 
#Units_411119_Operation_Crusader 
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THE ALLIED ORDER OF BATTLE – BRITISH 
 
There were a range of sources consulted for the Allied order of battle for the game. North 
Africa has been one of the more studied theatres in WW2 history. A significant volume of books 
and web sites have appeared over the last fifteen years providing detailed formation 
information and strength in many cases by day. These sources (listed in the bibliography) have 
allowed us to identify all the major formations (regimental/divisional / corps) that make up 
each army. In addition all corps, army and army group attachments were identified at a 
regiment, brigade, battalion and even company level. This data is extensive enough that future 
Panzer Battles games in the Desert can be built from this base. 
 
Each Allied formation listing was cross referenced against other sources and checked for 
consistency.  
 
Formation strengths were another area to be considered and came in two flavours – how many 
men, tanks etc. ‘should’ be in a formation and how many ‘were’ at a point of time. As a rule, we 
built all formations at full table of equipment (TOE). This 
represented the ‘should’ as mentioned above. For example, the 
base strength for a British infantry platoon is 37 men. This was 
then adjusted for each formation to align with the various 
sources on daily combatant strength returns. Most of the 
frontline Allied forces were at or close to full strength when 
initially committed in the North Africa campaign.  
 
The Allied forces were built around a brigade formation that belonged to a division (or corps). 
The infantry and armoured brigades and divisions were significantly different to those that 
ended the war with the pre-war structures still in place and the experience of France in May ’40 
just starting to shape their composition.  
 

The initial experiences in the desert also began to shape the 
various formations. With movement paramount, ad-hoc columns 
were found to be the best way to handle a plethora of tasks and 
these were a microcosm of the in-field changes during 1941. 
There are several good sources for the layout of the Allied 
formations at platoon level – all are listed in the bibliography.  
 
When it came to supporting arms such as artillery and 
engineering forces, the authors Niehorster & Shales have some 
amazing research both in their published books and websites. 
Significant support resources were utilised in North Africa.   
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For armoured formations, the 2nd & 7th Armoured divisions were 
the primary units in Egypt and Libya. 2nd Armoured Division was 
to be broken up after the German attack in Sonnenblume but 
the 7th Armoured Division was to be fielded in nearly all the  
North African operations and some hard won lessons were to 
be learned.  These formations went through a number of 
revisions over that time with tank brigades being built as both 
components of the armoured divisions as well as standalone 
entities. Support Groups were motorised to allow a level of 
infantry availability but there was insufficient training for these 
units to cooperate like German divisions and kampfgruppe. It 
was not until later in the war that several units began to build 
balanced taskforces with an equal number of tank and infantry 
battalions (British regiments). This proved to be the exception 
rather than the rule as to that date this was not within British 
doctrine. Independent tank brigades were usually attached at 
corps level but rarely if ever trained with the infantry divisions 
that were also components of the parent formation. There was 
a significant evolution in tactics and cooperation from the early 
Mersa Brega operation to the later Battleaxe and Crusader. 
Infantry tactics also had to change with the inability to dig in, 
speed of manoeuvre and the need to proactively support the 
armour.  
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Within the order of battle, all units that are Regiment size or higher have named commanders 
with the appropriate rank for that date. Leader photos are included, where available in each 
headquarters. 
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Special Forces were embryonic in 1941. The withdrawal to the United Kingdom spurred the 
formation of the commando forces that took on many forms in the Mediterranean. The Long-
Range Desert Group was formed (from New Zealanders & Rhodesians) in 1940 and commando 
forces were used on a number of occasions. The primary commando unit included in the game 
is Layforce and its employment in Crete. This was a curious deployment as the decision to 
abandon the island had been made and several highly trained units were subsequently lost.  
 

The British were probably the best 
proponents of commando and irregular 
operations during the war. The famous SAS 
were preceded by the Long-Range Desert 
Group in North Africa and numerous 
commando battalions were raised in the 
Mediterranean, culminating in two brigades 
fighting at Normandy. Many of the coastal 
raids in Axis held territory were by the newly 
raised British commandos though 
increasingly foreign troops were serving in 
separate battalions, companies and platoons.  
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THE ALLIED ORDER OF BATTLE - COMMONWEALTH 
 

 As in the First World War, the British Commonwealth mobilised 
significant manpower to support Britain’s struggle with the Axis 
powers. With the retreat to Britain in mid-1940, many of these 
new forces went to either the United Kingdom or the Middle 
East. With the immediate threat of invasion passed, both the 
Australian Brigades and the New Zealand Division present in the 
UK were sent to Egypt, leaving the Canadian 1st & 2nd Divisions 
behind.  
 
The Indian 4th Division were despatched straight to the Middle 
East as was other independent regiments. The South Africans 
committed both the 1st and 2nd South African Divisions by the 
time of Operation Crusader, later in the year. 
 
The Commonwealth forces were all based on the British weapons 
and doctrinal structure, which simplified their deployment and 
supply. 
 
Importantly, beyond armoured car regiments and divisional 
cavalry units (usually made up of Bren carriers), the 
Commonwealth commands had no heavy armour formations 
present in theatre. This meant that the Commonwealth forces 
rarely had armoured support as they were dependent on the 
British to provide tanks, resulting in tactics built around their 
infantry capabilities.   
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The Indian Army committed over 2.5 
million men to the Allied effort in World 
War 2. The Indian 4th Division fought 
predominantly in North Africa with stints in 
both Syria and East Africa. It was involved 
in the first week of Operation Compass 
before joining the Indian 5th Division in 
Sudan to prevent an Italian offensive. It 
was to return to North Africa in time for 
both Operation Battleaxe and Crusader, 
serving with distinction.  
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 The New Zealand Division after a short stint in 
Scotland was to be trained in Egypt and almost 
immediately deployed to Greece as part of W 
Force. Paired up with the Australian 6th Division 
and 1st British Armoured Brigade, the Allied 
Expeditionary force arrived in early March 1941. 
The collapse of the Greek defence after the 
Germans attacked on April 6th as part of 
Unternehmen Marita resulted in the Allies having 
to evacuate Greece by the end of April. The 4th & 
5th New Zealand Brigades as well as much of the 
division’s logistical formations went to Crete as 
did the Australian 19th Infantry Brigade.  
 
The New Zealanders led by the 28th Maori 
Battalion were to play a large role in the 
decimation of the Germans Fallschirmjaegers. 
The remnants of the division were to be 
evacuated again for the second time in just over 
a month and went into reserve to rebuild. 
The division was back in action for Operation 
Crusader and was to play a pivotal role in clearing 
the border defences and then subsequently 
driving towards Tobruk via Sidi Rezegh.  
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The Australians committed both the 6th and 9th 
Australian Divisions in the Mediterranean. The 6th 
arrived first and was committed in Operation 
Compass once the 4th Indian Division was sent to 
Sudan. The 6th Division went on to fight at both 
Bardia and Tobruk and subsequently Derna and 
on to Benghazi. With the fighting over in Libya by 
February 1941, the 6th Division together with the 
New Zealanders were despatched to Greece as 
part of Force W. Like the New Zealand Division, 
the 6th was evacuated and its 19th Brigade fought 
at Crete while the bulk of the Division returned 
to Egypt & Palestine. The 6th Division went on to 
fight in Syria against the Vichy French and into 
garrison for the remainder of the year.  The 
newly formed 9th Australian Division, transferred 
from Palestine and into Libya with the departure 
of the 6th to Greece. With Rommel’s arrival and 
the Allied retreat during Sonnenblume, the 9th 
Division retreated to Benghazi and then back into 
Tobruk. Morshead, the 9th’s commander was 
ordered to hold Tobruk as a bulwark against the 
advancing Axis forces. So, began a 242-day siege 
that was to burnish the division’s reputation. The 
9th was to remain in North Africa and take part in 
many of the engagements in 1942.  
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  South Africa was to play a significant role in North Africa from the second half of 1941. This 
was partly due to the very small standing military (less than 6,000 men in 1939) and the refusal 

to enlist anyone for active service other than 
Caucasians. Black and coloured troops went on 
to fill logistical and support functions, but 
combat duty was the preserve of whites. This 
and strong ambivalence to supporting the British 
resulted in conscription being unavailable and 
the time needed to build up an all-volunteer 
force.  
Both 1st and 2nd South African Divisions fought in 
Crusader. 2nd Division had the more minor role 
arriving at the frontier at December 2nd, 1941. 
There it helped clear Bardia and went on to 
provide garrison duties at Tobruk after the 
fortress’ liberation. 1st South African Division was 
in the Mersa Matruh area, training and preparing 
defences when it was committed to Operation 
Crusader. Though not fully ready for combat 
duty, the division’s initial employment 
threatened the Germans just south of Sidi 
Rezegh. It was here though, that the 5th South 
African Brigade was caught in the open and 
overrun by the 15th Panzer Division. Little of this 
formation was left by the end of the day. 1st 
South African Brigade went on to fight at both 
Bir Taieb el Esem and Sidi Rezegh before 
Operation Crusader was over. 
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THE ALLIED ORDER OF BATTLE – OTHER ALLIES 
 
There were a range of other Allied countries that fielded forces in North Africa, Greece and 
Crete. Independent formations for France, Poland, Czechoslovakia and Greece are included. 
 

The Greek units are included in the Corinth 
Canal scenario as well as the Crete campaign. 
Many of these units were newly raised 
conscripts or units that had self-evacuated from 
the collapse in Greece.  
In Crete, the Greeks gave a much better account 
than the Allies expected. Considering the level 
of training as well the lack of arms beyond 
obsolete rifles, they displayed impressive élan. 
Additionally, on Crete, the better trained 
gendarmes as well as irregular civilians were to 
prove a significant force before the Germans 
managed to secure the island.  
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The Poles and Czechs had been 
formed into the Independent 
Carpathanian Brigade in French Syria. 
It moved into Palestine on June 30, 
1940 after Syria declared itself Vichy. 
The brigade was an all volunteer unit 
and was modeled on the British 
layout. The Poles and Czechs were 
sea lifted to Tobruk in August 1941 
and took over the western perimiter 
of the fortress. 
During Operation Crusader, the 
brigade captured Madauar Hill, the 
town of Acroma and broke through 
to the Eighth Army. 
For this action the Australians gave 
the honorific ‘Tobruk Rats’ to the 
brigade. 
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The Free French were not to have significant units involved in North Africa till 1942 - once De 
Gaulle and Leclerc built up forces from those displaced from France. Present for the early 
battles was the 1er Bn d'Infanterie de Marine. This was a colonial battalion that was remodelled 
as a motor battalion. It fought under British control during Operation Compass as well as the 
initial German attacks at Mersa Brega. 
Subsequently, it was redirected to Palestine where the 1st Free French Division was being 
formed and was then used in the invasion of Vichy Syria. This action resulted in the Free French 
fighting Vichy French, earning a poor reputation with the British due to their aversion to killing 
their countrymen. 
With the 1st Division in Syria, there was little French participation in the later British operations. 
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THE AXIS ORDER OF BATTLE - ITALIANS 
 
Like the Allied Order of Battle, the Axis Order of Battle has been built up from a range of 
sources with significant cross referencing. The forces included for North Africa are Garibaldi’s 
ill-fated 10ª Armata (10th Army) that was destroyed during Operation Compass as well as 
Rommel’s Deutsches Afrikakorps (DAK), XXI Corpo d'Armata and Corpo d'Armata di Manovra 
arriving after the conclusion of Compass. 
 

A range of books as well as English, 
Italian and German language 
websites have been primary sources. 
The Italians are modelled in game 
with three distinctive forces. The 
regular Italian army, the local Libyan 
formations and the distinctive Fascist 
Blackshirts. The Libyans and 
Blackshirts were to be destroyed by 
the end of Operation Compass. 
The Libyan troops were primarily 
Arab and Negro units under Italian 
officers. They fielded a corp and 
three divisions, one of which was 
motorised. They were an integral 
part of the Italian advance into Egypt 
but performed poorly once 
confronted by modern troops. 
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The Blackshirts were Italian Fascist 
paramilitary. They had been formed 
after WW1 and had gone on to 
perform a similar function to the 
Nazi Storm troops of the SA 
(Brownshirts). They were responsible 
for ensuring Fascist ideology was 
ascendant, particularly against their 
rivals, the Socialists. 
Six Blackshirt divisions were used in 
the Ethiopian Campaign and three of 
these (1st,2nd & 4th) were in Libya 
when Egypt was invaded in 
September 1940. 
All three were to be destroyed 
during Operation Compass and 
Blackshirt forces were to only 
operate at regiment or battalion 
level in later campaigns. 
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The Italian Royal Army (Regio Esercito) was the 
most numerous Axis force in North Africa. It 
precipitated the conflict in North Africa with its 
advance into Egypt in September 1940 but had 
been active in East Africa and Sudan before that.  
 
The Italians were the first to discover the logistical 
challenges when campaigning in the desert and 
their halt in September was due to the need to 
improve roads and build up stores before 
advancing to Alexandria and the Suez Canal.  
The army reflected the challenges Italy was having 
industrialising its economy. Most of its weaponry 
was first world war standard and motorisation/ 
mechanisation were at a premium. This resulted in 
an infantry heavy army with only a few armoured 
divisions available for deployment. The Italian 
infantry division was known as "binary" division 
(divisione binaria). This was because the division 
was based on two regiments rather than the more 
normal three. This meant that Italian Divisions 
were much weaker than their Allied opponents in 
man and firepower.  
 
Specialist units were also present including Arditi 
(special forces), a range of engineers and 
paratroops in ground roles.   
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In 1836, the Piedmontese adopted light infantry formations like the French 
chasseurs and Austrian jägers. These Bersaglieri, or ”sharpshooters”, wore 
distinctive black uniforms with brimmed hats, trailing cock’s feathers. They 
were trained to a high physical and marksmanship standard, and like the 
French chasseurs that inspired their creation, a level of independence and 
initiative was encouraged so they could operate in looser formations where 
command control was not so immediate. After WW1 the Bersaglieri were 
converted into bicycle troops to fight alongside cavalry in the Celeri (fast) 
divisions. The Bersaglieri gave Italy the perfect formations for such a doctrine 
and to work alongside tanks. When the armoured divisions were formed in 
1939 the relationship between the Bersaglieri and mobile warfare continued. 
Each new armoured and motorised division was allocated one Bersaglieri 
regiment. 
 
Italy’s Bersaglieri regiments expanded to three battalions each during the 
Second World War, but the Army resisted temptations to water down their 
quality, and recruits had to be of above-average size and stamina.  
 
In all, six of the 12 Bersaglieri regiments fought in North Africa, compiling an 
excellent combat record.     
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The major Italian armoured formation in North Africa was the 132nd Armoured Division Ariete. 
It arrived during Operation Compass and several of its tank battalions were detached and used 
as an armoured reserve. With the arrival of Rommel, Ariete was involved in the pursuit of the 
retreating Allied forces. It’s baptism of fire was to happen at Mechili and it then advanced on to 

Tobruk. The division, on arrival, had dwindled to 
ten tanks (from eighty), mainly lost due to 
mechanical and fuel shortages. With so few tanks, 
the division’s organic 8° Rgt Bersaglieri was to be 
involved in the actions around Ras el-Madauuar. 
This marked the highpoint of the German attack 
on Tobruk, where the Australian primary 
defensive belt was penetrated, but the Axis forces 
could not advance any further. The Bersaglieri 
moved forward to occupy the newly captured 
positions and managed to hold the Allied 
counterattacks at bay on May 4th. Ariete was 
subsequently pulled back to refit and though 
alerted, took no part in Operation Brevity or 
Battleaxe. Its next major engagement was to be 
during Operation Crusader with the action at Bir el 
Gubi. This very significant battle saw the British 
22nd Armoured Brigade badly mauled and the 
follow-on attack from 1st South African Brigade 
repulsed. Over the next week Ariete was to be 
involved in multiple engagements as Crusader 
ebbed and flowed. The division fought as a 
complete division for the first-time during 
Crusader and using its combined arms proved that 
it could perform strongly.   
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THE GERMAN ORDER OF BATTLE 
 

In North Africa, like the Allied forces there was significant 
variation in the German formations, whether they were 
infanterie or panzer. Kampfgruppe (ad-hoc organisations) were 
created as necessary for specific tasks and tended to be the norm 
rather than the exception. All units are built at a full TOE level 
and then losses are applied based on the current scenario and 
date. The Afrikakorps divisions all had different layouts in their 

regiments and this was most apparent when looking at the configuration of their component 
battalions. In addition, there was significant variation in regimental assets. 
 
The Afrikakorps infanterie forces reflect changes 
in organisation during 1941. There was a range of 
both ad-hoc & standard formations present in 
North Africa. Dependent on the division, there 
was some standardisation in recon (Aufklarüngs), 
engineer (Pionier) and anti-tank (Panzerjäger) 
units, but variation in equipment. All company 
mortars were moved into the infanterie 
battalion’s heavy weapon company to allow 
them to be combined into a meaningful indirect 
fire unit. Most of the mobile formations had 
sufficient motorisation which was key in North 
Africa. Where motorisation was not organic, it 
was usually provided from corp level resources.  
 
Many of the ad-hoc units were based on locally 
available manpower. For example, the Oasen 
companies were German ex Foreign Legion 
troops who had been based in what became 
Vichy French territory. Much of the Afrika 
Division was created from these various smaller 
units that typified the Afrikakorps in 1941.  
 
There was also substantial variation between the 
panzer forces. The individual OB for each panzer 
division came from Thomas Jentz’s 
‘Panzertruppen’ and Niehorster’s German World War II Organizational series. In the panzer 
divisions there was variation mainly in the panzer regiments as well as the Aufklarüngs 
battalions with a range of motorized and tracked formations coupled with armoured cars. The 
equipment in the panzerjäger battalions could be towed or self-propelled guns or a mix. 
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The German intervention in North Africa in 1941 was viewed as a 
sideshow to the upcoming campaign in Russia. This meant it was 
provided with enough but not lavish forces. 
 
In many cases the equipment provided was left from the 1940 
French campaign and rarely was the latest weapons available. 
There was a preponderance of Mk I & II tanks as well as Mk IIIg 
and Mark IVd. Many of these were to be badly damaged or even 
lost during the initial Sonneblume and Tobruk actions due to 
inexperience in operating in the desert. Engine air and oil filters 
were a bugbear with dust and sand turning engine oil into sludge 
and destroying the tank motor and other components. The Allied 
forces also had significant desert experience with the recent 
success of Operation Compass preparing them well for the 
environment. That said much of the British tank force had been 
sent back to Alexandria, Egypt to refit after the huge advances in 
Compass. That, coupled with the sending of the expeditionary 
forces to Greece, allowed the Germans a chance acclimatise in 
the desert with lesser foes.  
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5. leichte-Division was a case study of the changes in organisation that 
happened in the German forces in 1941. 
  
The primary infantry units attached were Machinengewehr-Bataillon 
(mot) 2 & 8. These were heavier units than the standard infantry 
battalion of the time as they had a higher compliment of machine guns. 
They were originally army level attachments. Panzer-Regiment 5, as well 
as Aufklarung-Abteilung 3 were originally from 3. Panzer-Division and 
typifies the scratch unit that 5. leichte-Division began as. 
 
In August 1941, 5. leichte-Division became 21. Panzer-Division. With the 
heavy losses to the MG-Bataillons, they were consolidated into one and a 
battalion from the 104. Schützen-Regiment attached. The 155. Artillerie-
Regiment was also introduced, taking control of the original guns in 75. 
Artillerie-Regiment. Significant support units were added, including new 
Signal, Pioneer and Feldersatz (replacement) battalions.  
 
The 21. Panzer-Division was now comparable to other panzer divisions 
serving across Europe. 
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 In the German airborne assault on Crete 
(Unternehmen Merkur), the 22. Luftlande-Division 
(air landing) was unavailable and replaced by the 5. 
Gebirgs-Division (mountain). This division was 
additionally reinforced by the Gebirgsjäger-Regt 
141 from 6. Gebirgs-Division. 
 
The Gebirgsjäger were the ideal troops for Crete 
due to the largely mountainous terrain. They were 
able to flank the Allied positions, that were mainly 
formed on the northern coastal plain. Their arrival 
by air was unusual but much safer than being 
amphibiously landed. The first attempt to do that 
saw much of the divisions heavy equipment lost in 
a naval battle with the Royal Navy. 
 
General Ringel was ultimately to lead all forces on 
Crete after General Sussmann was killed en-route 
and General Meindl seriously wounded on the first 
day of the assault and evacuated.  
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After the attack on the west in May 1940, 7. Flieger-Division was expanded to a full three 
regiment division. Kurt Student, commander fallschirmjäger troops had been looking for the 
next opportunity to utilse his men. After a minor drop at Corinth Canal, Greece, it was decided 
to use the whole division to capture Crete. 
 

The flieger division was still developing its 
airborne doctrine. For air drops it utilised a 
single riser parachute and separate weapons 
containers. This was to result in a higher loss of 
troops due to them being unable to control 
where they landed and the need to find 
weapons heavier than machine pistols. 
  
Each fallschirmjäger regiment had three 
parachute battalions and one heavy weapons 
battalion. In practice, these units were broken 
up for particular tasks and this was the modus 
operandi for Crete. 
 
Much of the division’s air portable artillery and 
anti-tank guns were lost on the first day and 
the Germans had to depend upon their small 
arms against the more heavily armed Allied 
troops.    
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The Luftlande-Sturm-Regt had been expanded 
from the single battalion that famously captured 
the Eben-Emael fortress in Belgium by glider 
assault in May 1940 - to an over-strength four 
battalion regiment a year later.  
 
Like the fallschirmjäger regiment, it had three 
parachute battalions and one heavy weapons 
battalion. The first parachute battalion had been 
converted to glider troops for specialised 
missions. Two of the glider companies were 
detached from the regiment and it was decided 
by Meindl, the Sturm Regiment commander to 
utilise all available men. Therefore, the attached 
signals (Fernmelde) and medical (Sanitäts) 
companies were used offensively. 
 
Recoiless artillery was also used for the first time 
operationally in both the Flieger division and 
Sturm Regiment 
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THE FEATURES OF THE PANZER BATTLES NORTH AFRICA ORDER OF BATTLE 
 

• Due to the range of battles and period covered, eight Order of Battles (OOB) are 
included. Many of the units were in temporary organisations and a dedicated OOB was 
the most efficient way to handle each operation. 

• All values have used an updated McNamara system that was adjusted for the additional 
granularity of 250 metre hexes. This includes hard & soft attack values as well as 
movement rates. 

• In some scenarios transport units are included. In the desert, leg infantry used vehicles 
to move quickly. These usually came from corps vehicle pools and were either soft 
trucks, armoured halftracks or Bren carriers. Leg infantry can also ride on tanks to a 
limited extent. 

• All German infantry and Panzer Grenadier battalions have their company mortars 
grouped into the Heavy Weapons (HW) Company. In real life, there were two mortars 
per company, but configuring them this way resulted in a lot of ineffective indirect fire 
units that bogged the game down. By grouping them into the HW Company a mortar 
unit with six – eight tubes were available to support any unit in the battalion and 
reflective of German flexibility.  

• Armour formations have a full TOE, but the actual tank strengths 
match the records of the day. 

• All Regiment sized units and higher have named commanders. If 
found, battalions also have named leaders. Where available the 
actual leader photo is shown.  

• Morale ratings are variable with the Allies ranging from ‘A’ (1940 
7th Armoured & Maoris) to ‘E’ (Greeks at Corinth Canal). Generally ‘B’ represents 
veteran, ‘C’ experienced and ‘D’ trained. Axis forces also have the full range of ‘A’ to ‘F’. 
Many of the Italian units in Compass had never been in pitched battle. Libyan & 
Blackshirt troops were used extensively and little training was given as these units were 
required to help fortify their camps in Egypt and then expected to advance. Subsequent 
Italian reinforcements were of higher morale but still had a high degree of variability 
due to the amount of time in training and the experience of their cadre. The German 
forces were of higher quality, but lack of experience in the desert resulted in lower 
ratings in the earlier operations. 

A GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF TYPICAL FORMATIONS IN THE ORDER OF BATTLE IS INCLUDED IN THE 

‘VISUAL ORDER OF BATTLE GUIDE’ 
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THE PARAMETER DATA FILE 
 
The Parameter file within Panzer Battles gives the scenario designer an unprecedented ability 
to change the way a game plays. In the main, many values align with the parameters used in 
Panzer Campaigns though some parameters have been adjusted to reflect the shorter ranges 
and time in scenarios.  
 
MOVEMENT 
 
Movement rates have been based on those used in recent Panzer Campaign Mediterranean 
titles.  
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DAY/NIGHT CYCLE 
 
The day/night cycle is aligned with the actual sunrise/sunset in the Mediterranean region at the 
various times of year. For Crete in May, dawn is at 6am with dusk at 8pm. For North Africa, 
there is both summer and winter cycles. For summer, dawn is at 5am and dusk at 7pm. During 
the winter scenarios, dawn is at 7am and dusk is at 5pm.  Day turns are 30 minutes long. 
Dependent on the scenario there may be a variable number of night turns. Normally, night 
turns would only be less than three hours if a night actions was being modelled.  
 
A note on time; the Germans used Berlin time which was one hour earlier than local time. Many 
later histories have used the documented German timing ignorant of the fact that this is off by 
one hour. This results in statements such as a 6am dawn attack, when in fact this relates to a 
7am daylight attack. 
 
PROGRAMMED WEATHER 
 
Programmed weather is not used currently in this title. Rain was rare (though there are soft 
conditions in some Crusader scenarios) and not a real consideration. There was an issue more 
with dust storms, heat haze and other impediments to visibility. These are all reflected in the 
visibility ranges in the various scenarios.    
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DESIGNER NOTES 
 
The second Panzer Battles title, Normandy was released in 
December 2015. Leading up to that release, the design team 
discussed what the next title in the series might be. After serious 
consideration, North Africa was chosen, since both the Eastern 
Front (Kursk) and the Western Front (Normandy) had already 
been covered.  
 

With the new theatre chosen, Mike Avanzini began preliminary work on the Order of Battle. 
When Mike began, we had not decided the scope of period to be covered. Initial discussions 
thought we may be able to cover all the actions in North Africa from the initial invasion of Egypt 
by the Italians in September 1940, right through to the Axis surrender in Tunisia in 1943. Crete 
was also thrown into the mix once we saw the ability of the game system to handle airborne 
operations in the Normandy release. 
 
The initial work confirmed we would need a separate order of battle for each operation. Where 
Normandy had one order of battle for the two months of operation, it was quickly evident that 
a single order of battle could not handle the changes that occurred over time in North Africa. 
These changes included not just the units involved, but also the changes in formation 
composition, leadership and armarments. Both the Axis and Allies used ad-hoc units for specific 
tasks or due to losses and the need to form scratch units. The requirement for an order of 
battle for each operation determined the content to be included in the game. With Operation 
Compass already completed and Crete to be included, it was decided to include representative 
campaigns up to the end of 1941. 
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The decision to focus on 1941 allowed us to cover some of the most mobile engagements in 
North Africa. 1942 was to see more static fighting at Gazala and El Alamein and much larger 
forces on both sides. Including 1942 would have meant either missing some engagements or 
blow out the size of the title. With a nominal target of sixty scenarios, we decided that we 
would be better off focusing on a single year. 
 
Mike’s order of battle work required a very significant amount of research. Fortunately, the 
North Africa campaign has been well documented, and all combatants have expansive after-
action reports and diaries. In many cases these are at battalion and company level. It was 
necessary to read everything that was available, cross reference it all and then build the order 
of battles. This was done in two passes with Mike doing all the initial work and then the 
scenario designers highlighting any items that may have been turned up in their own research. 
The included bibliography will give some idea of the number of works consulted. 
 
We believe that we have built an OB that is unrivalled in accuracy at a platoon level. There are 
few texts or game systems (computer or paper) that cover the battles with the depth of 
research that is included in Panzer Battles North Africa 1941. 
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Building the in-game maps was the next big job. Unlike Panzer Battles Kursk and Normandy, we 
decided to completely hand create the various maps. In Kursk and Normandy, the maps were 
generated using a tool set created by John Tiller. These used the equivalent Panzer Campaigns 
maps and expanded them from 1km hexes to 250-metre hexes. These by nature were less 
granular than those that were manually created. In Normandy these computer-generated maps 
were adjusted were needed, to be closer to the historical settings. This was a compromise and 
we decided to build the most accurate maps we could. 
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In Panzer Battles North Africa 1941, there are two major map groups. The desert maps cover 
the Libyan and Egyptian engagements and the European maps cover Greece and Crete. We 
have used tech that was introduced with the Panzer Battles Demo to allow us to have different 
graphics sets in the same title. 
 
To create the maps in North Africa we have used 1:250,000 US Army Map Service maps. These 
are usually dated from 1943 to 1953 and were built up from the original British, Italian or 
German maps from the conflict. They do include some post-war features, and these were left 
out of the game maps. There are three master maps for the desert scenarios. Beda Fomm, 
Mersa Brega and the very large North Africa map. Beda Fomm and Mersa Brega are in 
Cyrenaica in Eastern Libya and are for the standalone scenarios that bear the same name. Beda 
Fomm is quite a sizeable map, made up from two of the AMS maps. The North Africa map 
stretches from just west of Derna to just east of Mersa Matruh and used seven joined AMS map 
sheets as its source. Four of us worked on the map for over six months concurrently with Rick 
Bancroft, David Michas, Mike Avanzini and me (David Freer) creating this 1.23 million hex 
monster. The complete map is included with the game and smaller maps can be created from 
the larger master map if a player wants. 
 
For Crete, we found it difficult to find the right source maps. We started with US Army Map 
Service 1:250,000 maps but they were lacking in detail. A team member, Martin Svendsen 
applied to get the German 1:50,000 maps that were created just after the German invasion, but 
they unfortunately took a year to procure. In the meantime, we managed to use Google maps 
for the typography and contemporary maps from the New Zealand official histories to populate 
the maps. The result is a very accurate portrayal of the map that the Crete battles were fought 
over. 
 
David Michas created the Corinth Canal map using a US Army Map Service 1:100,000 map. This 
was extended slightly when the final scenario was created. 
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Scenarios are obviously the meat of the game. Scenario design went through several iterations. 
The team had learned a lot on the prior releases and the Demo had highlighted how to handle 
multiple operations and theatres. The Demo highlighted the need for standardisation in both 
naming conventions as well as file naming and other standards. North Africa was much more 
‘organised’ than the first two games, Kursk and Normandy. 
  
Like the order of battles, for the scenarios there was a lot more research material available in 
both print and online. This enabled us to cross reference the forces involved in each battle and 
determine the accuracy of each scenario. With the game taking three years to create, various 
updates to our game system were incorporated. The biggest one, relative to scenarios was the 
inclusion of variable victory points (explained later). This in some cases has resulted in ‘doubling 
up’ of some scenarios with the original points system and a new version with variable scoring.  
 
Rick Bancroft authored all the Operation Crusader scenarios. My (David Freer) scenario 
contribution was the Compass, Sonnenblume, Tobruk, Brevity, Crete and Battleaxe campaigns. 
 
The three variable VP scenario/campaigns for Beda Fomm, Brevity and Crete were also created 
by myself. 
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We continued with the approach from earlier Panzer Battles titles of not building battles that 
were too long. It was apparent that the game play and focus was very different to Panzer 
Campaigns. Panzer Battles was definitely a battle or engagement simulator. Objectives and 
concerns were much more focused than the sweeping movements in Panzer Campaigns. It was 
more akin to Squad Battles (take that hill, clear that town, force that river) and had the added 
consideration of combined arms. With these learnings we found many scenarios falling in the 
ten to twenty-five turn range and very few getting to a full day (forty-two turns). Some of the 
Corps sized battles have a lot of units, but none of them are long. The exceptions to this rule 
are the multi-day battles in Operation Brevity & Battleaxe as well as the extended Crete 
scenarios. These range from 48 to 90 turns in length. These are longer games where the same 
forces were in action with few if any actual replacements (vs reinforcements). These scenarios 
fitted the bill and we used custom parameter files that in turn were tailored to each operation. 
With these operations covering up to three days of action, it suddenly became important to 
carefully conserve or rest your forces as they would be needed in future turns. All in all it seems 
to have worked in testing. That said, these are strictly head to head scenarios as the AI will 
struggle to play a scenario with that many turns. 
 
In testing we have found that a medium scenario against the AI can be played easily within an 
hour and PBEM games similarly quick due to the focus of the game. We expect that this game 
series will translate both well to tournament play as well as on handheld devices. 
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The big new feature included with Panzer Battles North Africa 1941 is the variable victory 
points. Variable victory points have allowed us to build much more dynamic scenarios as 
different values can be put onto objectives. The primary change is that scoring can be done by 
turn and by combatant. This allows scoring to change during a scenario based upon either time 
or who holds an objective. The inclusion of hidden values when fog of war is enacted has 
allowed much more dynamic situations to be modelled with the ability for players to mask their 
strategies and intentions. We have found that this new inclusion has been one of the biggest 
changes to date in the system and will impact game play markedly. 

 
Another area that continues to evolve is the graphics for both the map and units. With the 
experience of the previous games and the demo behind us, it was important to ensure 
comparable or better graphics were included. The three areas that have had additional 
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graphical updates are the map, unit art and counters. With a new theatre and nationalities 
present, only some of the previous artwork was reusable. This meant new images for the units 
used in the desert, as these had to be distinct from the previous European theatre troops. The 
European graphics did form the basis for the units used in the Crete operation. The map 
graphics also continue to evolve, and the desert obviously needed to look different to the 
previously included terrain. Even the desert graphics has changed from what was shown in the 
demo to what has been included in the final game. All the techniques used in the previous 
releases such as colourising photographs for unit images or including three different game 
counter sets are in place in North Africa 1941.  
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There are two desert graphics sets included. Below is the default map graphics; 
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We released a desert set with the Panzer Battles Demo. This set is included for legacy purposes; 
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As mentioned, we continue to use colourised photos for our unit artwork. We continue to be 
happy with the end results. 
 

 
      In game as unit art 

    
 
 
     Actual size counter  
 
 
 
 
 
      Blown up counter  
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In game as unit art    Actual size counter  Blown up counter   
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In game as unit art 

 
Actual size counters 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Blown up counters 
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All in all, we have included 115 playable scenarios in 
Panzer Battles North Africa 1941. There is also a further 
24 reference scenarios covering the game maps and 
order of battle. The game has scenarios for the desert 
campaign starting with the Allied attacks in Operation 
Compass in December 1940, right through to Operation 
Crusader, 12 months later. Also included is 3 variable 
scenarios. In addition, there are a huge number of 
scenarios and campaigns that could be created from the 
included maps and OB and the design team may look to 
provide more scenarios in the future if there is enough 
community interest. 
 
Finally, the play test team have really enjoyed creating 
the Panzer Battles system and playing these scenarios – 
North Africa 1941 has a completely different feel to the 
prior Kursk & Normandy Panzer Battles releases. 
 
We hope you enjoy playing the game as much as we do. 
 
 
 
 
The Panzer Battles team  November 2018 
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SCENARIO DESCRIPTIONS AND PLAY NOTES – OPERATION COMPASS 
 
Please note; if a letter follows the scenario number, then an ‘a’ means an AI version and a ‘v’ 
means a Variable VP version. This is also mentioned in the scenario description. 
 
#00av Getting Started  - Point 248 (vs AI version, Variable VP’s)   Turns : 6 
Sofafi, Egypt: December 9th, 1940. (Scenario Size: Battalion. Allied Human vs Axis AI. This 
scenario uses variable objective victory points) In December 1940, the British Middle East 
commander, General Wavell decided to raid the camps setup after the Italian invasion, three 
months earlier. Months of static positions had lulled the Italians into complacency and the 
British attack quickly moved from a raid to a full-fledged offensive. This scenario covers the first 
7th Support Groups probe towards the Axis East Sofafi Camps at the southern end of the Italian 
defensive line. See the 'Getting Started' guide for a play through tutorial. 
 
#401209_01v Operation Compass - Battle of the Camps (Variable VP’s)  Turns : 47 
Sidi Barrani, Egypt: December 9th, 1940. (Scenario Size: Corps. Head to Head possible but 
recommended for Allied Human vs Axis AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) 
In September 1940, the Italian 10th Army, led by Marshal Graziani invaded Egypt. During the 
month, the Italian army set up a series of six defensive positions south of occupied Sidi Barrani 
known simply as Nibeiwa, Tummar East, Tummar West, North Sofafi, East Sofafi and West 
Sofafi. Graziani, chooses to pause while building up the road infrastructure and bringing 
forward further supplies. By December, the British Middle East commander, General Wavell 
decides to raid the Italian camps in a limited offensive using the newly reinforced 7th Armoured 
Division and 4th Indian Division. Three months of static positions had lulled the Italians into 
complacency and the British attack quickly moved from a raid to a full-fledged offensive. This 
scenario covers the first two days of Operation Compass when the Italians were expelled from 
Egypt and pushed back into Libya.   
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#401209_02av Nibeiwa Camp - Slaughter of the Innocents (vs AI version, VVP’s) Turns : 8 
Nibeiwa Camp, Egypt: December 9th, 1940. (Scenario Size: Brigade+. Allied Human vs Axis AI. 
This scenario uses variable objective victory points) During the night of December 8th/9th, 1940 
the Indian 11th Brigade and the 7th Royal Tank Regiment moved through the Enba gap and 
moved behind the Italian camp at Nibeiwa. The Italians had placed their only mobile forces 
under General Maletti. Maletti's four motorised infantry battalions and a medium tank 
battalion had taken up a defensive role when they probably would have been better as the 
10th Army's reserve. The 7th Royal Tank Regiment armed with almost 50 newly arrived Matilda 
II tanks attacked from the west and caught the Italian tanks unmanned defending the unmined 
entry to the camp. The Matilda’s followed by the Indian infantry overran the perimeter 
defences and proceeded to roll up the camp. After a short-lived spirited defence, the camp had 
fallen by lunch time. 
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#401209_03av Tummar Camp - 7th RTR Rides Again (vs AI version, Variable VP’s) Turns : 8 
Tummar Camp, Egypt: December 9th, 1940. (Scenario Size: Brigade+. Allied Human vs Axis AI. 
This scenario uses variable objective victory points) By 10.30am Nibeiwa camp had fallen, victim 
to both surprise and the effectiveness of the British Matilda tanks. It had been planned that the 
uncommitted 5th Indian Infantry Brigade clear the Tummar camps as soon as the Matilda's of 
7th Royal Tank Regiment could move up to support the brigade. Delays stemming from losing 6 
tanks to mines after Nibeiwa resulted in the British armour not being available till 2pm in the 
afternoon. Once again, the tanks (now reduced to 23 vehicles) attacked from the north west, 
utilising poorly protected access roads into the camps, while 5th Brigade attacked from the 
south and south west. The fighting at Tummar was to be more protracted than Nibeiwa, but 
inevitably the poorly prepared Italians were forced to withdraw.  
 
#401210_01v The Fall of Sidi Barrani (Variable VP’s)     Turns : 16 
Sidi Barrani, Egypt: December 10th, 1940. (Scenario Size: Corps-. Head to Head possible but 
recommended for Allied Human vs Axis AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) 
The first day of the Compass 'raid' had exceeded the British expectations. The Italians had been 
routed from Nibeiwa & Tummar camps and the roads between Buq Buq and Sidi Barrani had 
been cut isolating the Italian forces east of Sollum. The British had earmarked the 16th Infantry 
Brigade, currently attached to the 4th Indian Division to clear Sidi Barrani and held the brigade 
in reserve during December 9th. Preparations were made to attack the Italians early on 
December 10th, but the late arrival of the Matilda's and the poor results of the 16th Brigades 
probing attacks forced a delay till further forces could be bought. In tandem, the Italian 1st 
Libyan Division had retreated from Maktila and had begun to dig in just east of Sidi Barrani. The 
British slowly became aware of the forces arrayed against them and delayed the attack till 4th 
Armoured Brigade could provide squadrons to support the infantry. The British finally started to 
move to contact at 3pm, with a strong sandstorm all but blocking visibility for both sides.  
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#410103_01v The Battle of Bardia       Turns : 23 
Bardia, Libya: January 3rd, 1941. (Scenario Size: Division. Head to Head but recommended for 
Allied Human vs Axis AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) After the initial 
actions in Operation Compass, the Italians were expelled from Egypt and pushed back into 
Libya. General Annibale Bergonzoli, decided to hold at Bardia, one of two fortified locations in 
Cyrenaica. With 4th Indian Division recalled to East Africa, the trained but untested 6th 
Australian Division took the Bardia Fort under siege. After over a week of planning and 
preparation, the Australians launched their attack on the morning of January 3rd, 1941. The 
Italian defences, though well prepared, were defended by a mix of units that had been routed 
from Egypt and a resident Blackshirt Division. The Australian's only attacked with two of the 
available three Infantry Brigades, the 19th Brigade being held back to attack Tobruk after Bardia 
fell. The Australians attacked using the 16th & 17th Brigades and ran into significant initial 
resistance, particularly from the Italian artillery. Once through the initial defences, the 
Australians rolled up the defensive bunkers from both the flank and rear. The Allies had 
estimated that 23,000 men were defending Bardia and were shocked when close to 40,000 
Italians surrendered.  
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#410103_02v Bardia - 16th Brigade's Attack (Variable VP’s)   Turns : 15 
Bardia, Libya: January 3rd, 1941. (Scenario Size: Brigade. Head to Head but recommended for 
Allied Human vs Axis AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) After the initial 
actions in Operation Compass, the Italians were expelled from Egypt and pushed back into 
Libya. General Annibale Bergonzoli, decided to hold at Bardia, one of two fortified locations in 
Cyrenaica. The 6th Australian Division was tasked with capturing the fortress. The initial attack 
was by the 16th Brigade and ran into significant initial resistance, particularly from the Italian 
artillery. Once through the initial defences, the Australians rolled up the defensive bunkers 
from both the flank and rear. This scenario covers the initial engagement by the 16th Brigade 
leading up until 17th Brigade was committed.  
 
#410103_03v Uadi el-Muatered - 2/6th Battalion (Variable VP’s)   Turns : 15 
Bardia, Libya: January 3rd, 1941. (Scenario Size: Battalion. Head to Head but recommended for 
Allied Human vs Axis AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) While the major 
attack on Bardia was launched by 16th Brigade, 17th Brigade's initial involvement was a 
diversionary attack by 2/6th Battalion on the southern flank of the fortress. Colonel Godfrey 
was ordered to pin the Italians in the area and prevent them moving forces north to face the 
primary attack. Godfrey liberally interpreted his orders to mean clearing the Italian southern 
defences, when the divisional intent had been to only take a defensive post or two. Godfrey's 
far ranging attack was generally successful, but 2/6th took the heaviest casualties of any 
Australian battalion in the battle.  
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#410121_01v Compass Tobruk Full (HTH version, Variable VP’s)   Turns : 23 
#410121_01av Compass Tobruk Full (vs AI version, Variable VP’s)   Turns : 23 
Tobruk, Libya: January 21st, 1941. (Scenario Size: Division. Head to Head but recommended for 
Allied Human vs Axis AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) With the fall of 
Bardia, O'Connor had planned to take Tobruk quickly thereafter. The decision to use the 
reserve 19th Australian Brigade at Bardia, as well as the extended time to mop up the 
retreating Italians delayed the planned assault. It was decided to pause and refit the whole 6th 
Australian Division so that the fortress could be captured quickly. Though the 7th Armoured 
Division was available, there was little stomach to accentuate its losses attacking the Tobruk 
defences. For the Italians part, though well supplied, only 23,000 men were available to defend 
the much larger Tobruk perimeter. The defence was built around the Italian 61st 'Sirte' Division 
and a range of garrison and routed troops from Egypt. Reports of a further two Italian divisions 
coming from Tripoli gave the garrison some hope of reinforcement. 
 
#410121_02v Tobruk - 16th Brigade Leads Again (Variable VP’s)   Turns : 11 
Tobruk, Libya: January 21st, 1941. (Scenario Size: Brigade. Head to Head but recommended for 
Allied Human vs Axis AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) The experience of 
Bardia had created a new-found respect for the Italian artillerymen. The Italians guns had 
inflicted the heaviest losses on the attacking Australians and in many cases the gun crews had 
stuck by their guns even when under infantry assault. As at Bardia, the Australian 16th Brigade 
was to lead the initial assault. Unlike Bardia, a battalion (2/2nd) was tasked to clear the Italian 
gun line behind the fortifications. It would have to do this unaided as both 2/1st and 2/3rd 
Battalions were to clear the fortifications to the right and the left respectively, of the initial 
breach. The 7th Royal Tank Regiment was again in support but it's numbers had dwindled and it 
would struggle to support the three divergent thrusts of 16th Brigade.    
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#410121_03v Compass Tobruk - 19th Brigade (Variable VP’s)   Turns : 10 
Tobruk, Libya: January 21st, 1941. (Scenario Size: Brigade. Head to Head but recommended for 
Allied Human vs Axis AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) 16th Australian 
Brigade had done its job and breached the Tobruk outer defences. While it rolled up the Italian 
posts, 19th Brigade advanced into the interior of the fortress with the aim of destroying the 
Italian artillery, headquarters and rear echelon. Each of its battalions were given a prominent 
objective. 2/8th Battalion was to take Fort Pilastrino where the Italian Corp headquarters was 
believed to be housed, 2/4th was to capture Fort Solaro and clear El Gubbi airfield and the 
2/11th was to push to the harbour, clearing Fort Marcucci and the secondary airfield nearby. It 
was hoped that resistance would be light, so it was a shock to the Australians when 2/8th 
Battalion stumbled onto the Italian echeloned defences. 
 
#410121_04v Compass Tobruk Fort Pilastrino (Variable VP’s)   Turns : 10 
Tobruk, Libya: January 21st, 1941. (Scenario Size: Battalion+. Head to Head but recommended 
for Allied Human vs Axis AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) 2/8th Battalion 
was on the left flank of 19th Australian Brigades push to clear the Tobruk fortress. Its objective 
was to take Fort Pilastrino where the Italian Corp headquarters was believed to be housed. 
Unexpectedly, the Italian resistance stiffened, centred on a number of dug in tanks and further 
to the west, heavy AA guns. The 2/8th was to find the fight to be much more bloody and 
protracted than expected.  
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#410205_01v Beda Fomm (Variable VP’s)      Turns : 42 
Beda Fomm, Libya: February 5th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Division. Recommended Head to Head 
but could be played Allied Human vs Axis AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) 
With the fall of Tobruk, O'Connor was pressed to complete the Italian rout as quickly as 
possible. Wavell was facing Axis actions in Greece, Syria and Iraq and the need to disengage the 
Allied forces was becoming urgent. While the Australians attacked along the Libyan coast taking 
Derna and threatening Benghazi, O'Connor decided to send 7th Armoured Division across the 
desert in the hope of cutting the road between Benghazi and Agedabia. It was hoped this would 
prevent the Italians from retreating into Tripolitania. 7th Armoured Division advanced in three 
brigade groups. Combeforce was the foremost formation and was charged with reaching the 
road as quickly as possible. 4th Armoured Brigade was to follow behind through Antelat, while 
7th Armoured Brigade and the Support group were to drive directly west from Msus through 
Sceleidima and cut the road further to the north. Combeforce was to cut the road only 30 
minutes before the first Italians arrived and the following two days were to be a desperate 
battle between the undersupplied British and the retreating Italians. Important play note; to 
move large formation along roads, select the lead unit and while holding the 'ALT' key down, 
right click on a road hex in the direction of movement. Where possible units in column will 
follow the preceding unit.  
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#410205_02v Beda Fomm - Day 1 (Variable VP’s)     Turns : 18 
Beda Fomm, Libya: February 5th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Division. Recommended Head to Head 
but could be played Allied Human vs Axis AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) 
This scenario only covers the February 5th actions. With the fall of Tobruk, O'Connor was 
pressed to complete the Italian rout as quickly as possible. Wavell was facing Axis actions in 
Greece, Syria and Iraq and the need to disengage the Allied forces was becoming urgent. While 
the Australians attacked along the Libyan coast taking Derna and threatening Benghazi, 
O'Connor decided to send 7th Armoured Division across the desert in the hope of cutting the 
road between Benghazi and Agedabia. It was hoped this would prevent the Italians from 
retreating into Tripolitania. 7th Armoured Division advanced in three brigade groups. 
Combeforce was the foremost formation and was charged with reaching the road as quickly as 
possible. 4th Armoured Brigade was to follow behind through Antelat, while 7th Armoured 
Brigade and the Support group were to drive directly west from Msus through Sceleidima and 
cut the road further to the north. Combeforce was to cut the road only 30 minutes before the 
first Italians arrived and the following two days were to be a desperate battle between the 
undersupplied British and the retreating Italians. Important play note; to move large formation 
along roads, select the lead unit and while holding the 'ALT' key down, right click on a road hex 
in the direction of movement. Where possible units in column will follow the preceding unit.  
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#410205_03v Beda Fomm - Combeforce (Variable VP’s)    Turns : 13 
Beda Fomm, Libya: February 5th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Regiment. Recommended for both Head 
to Head or Allied Human vs Axis AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) This 
scenario only includes Combeforce's actions on the first day. While the Australians attacked 
along the Libyan coast taking Derna and threatening Benghazi, O'Connor decided to send 7th 
Armoured Division across the desert in the hope of cutting the road between Benghazi and 
Agedabia. Combeforce was the foremost formation and was charged with reaching the road as 
quickly as possible. Combeforce was to cut the road only 30 minutes before the first Italians 
arrived and the following two days were to be a desperate battle between the undersupplied 
British and the retreating Italians trying to bypass the British blocking force. Important play 
note; to move large formation along roads, select the lead unit and while holding the 'ALT' key 
down, right click on a road hex in the direction of movement. Where possible units in column 
will follow the preceding unit. 
 
#410205_04v Beda Fomm - 4th Armoured (Variable VP’s)    Turns : 13 
Beda Fomm, Libya: February 5th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Brigade+. Recommended for both Head 
to Head or Allied Human vs Axis AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) This 
scenario only includes both Combeforce's and 4th Armoured Brigades actions on the first day. 
While the Australians attacked along the Libyan coast taking Derna and threatening Benghazi, 
O'Connor decided to send 7th Armoured Division across the desert in the hope of cutting the 
road between Benghazi and Agedabia. Combeforce was the foremost formation and was 
charged with reaching the road as quickly as possible. 4th Armoured Brigade was to follow 
behind through Antelat in support. Combeforce was to cut the road only 30 minutes before the 
first Italians arrived and the following two days were to be a desperate battle between the 
undersupplied British and the retreating Italians trying to bypass the British blocking force. 4th 
Armoured Brigade was to attack into the flank of the Italians as they were slowed by 
Combeforce. Important play note; to move large formation along roads, select the lead unit and 
while holding the 'ALT' key down, right click on a road hex in the direction of movement. Where 
possible units in column will follow the preceding unit.  
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#410206_01v Beda Fomm - Day 2 (Variable VP’s)     Turns : 24 
Beda Fomm, Libya: February 6th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Division. Recommended for both Head 
to Head or Allied Human vs Axis AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) This 
scenario only covers the second day, February 6th actions. The British had managed to interdict 
the Italian retreat route on the Via Balbia near both Beda Fomm and further south near Sidi 
Sultan. 4th Armoured Brigade was very low on ammunition and fuel and was challenged by the 
Italians pushing south. The lack of supporting infantry made 4th Armoured job much harder 
and they had to be content to harass the Italian columns. Combeforce, at the southern 
roadblock continued to hold the bulk of the Italian forces in place, despite heavy counterattacks 
by the tired Axis units. The Italians were desperate to avoid the British and push on to the 
relative safety of Agedabia further south. Important play note; to move large formation along 
roads, select the lead unit and while holding the 'ALT' key down, right click on a road hex in the 
direction of movement. Where possible units in column will follow the preceding unit. 
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SCENARIO DESCRIPTIONS AND PLAY NOTES – UNTERNEHMEN SONNENBLUME 
 
#410331_01 Mersa el Brega - Enter Rommel  (HTH version)    Turns : 16 
#410331_01v Mersa el Brega - Enter Rommel (HTH version, Variable VP’s)  Turns : 16 
#410331_01a Mersa el Brega - Enter Rommel (vs AI version)   Turns : 16 
#410331_01av Mersa el Brega - Enter Rommel (vs AI version, Variable VP’s) Turns : 16 
Mersa el Brega, Western Cyrenaica, Libya: March 31st, 1941. (Scenario Size: Brigade. Head to 
Head or German Human vs Allied AI) Reports of the German forces landing in Tripoli preceded 
their appearance on the front lines near Aghéila. Both sides had significant impediments. The 
German forces were struggling to acclimatise; insufficient filtering impacted the worthiness of 
vehicle engines while the troops were struggling to cope with the extremes of temperature in 
the desert. The British had stripped forces in Cyrenaica, with the current demands of the 
campaign in Greece and the need to pull back the remaining tanks to the Nile valley for refit 
after Operation Compass. Mersa el Brega was a logical position to defend. The extensive salt 
flats were impassable to all vehicles and the sands of the Sahara were barely fifteen kilometres 
to the south, preventing any grandiose flanking manoeuvres. The British 2nd Armoured 
Division's Support group held the forward positions built around the Tower Hamlets Regiment. 
Made up of toughs from the East End the Hamlets were to prove a difficult opponent for the 
advancing Germans. 
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#410331_02 Mersa el Brega - Enter Rommel Hypothetical (HTH version)  Turns : 16 
#410331_02v Mersa el Brega - Enter Rommel Hypothetical (HTH version, VVP’s) Turns : 16 
#410331_02a Mersa el Brega - Enter Rommel Hypothetical (vs AI version)   Turns : 16 
#410331_02av Mersa el Brega - Enter Rommel Hypothetical (vs AI version, VVPs)  Turns : 16 
Mersa el Brega, Western Cyrenaica, Libya: March 31st, 1941. (Scenario Size: Brigade. Head to 
Head or German Human vs Allied AI) Reports of the German forces landing in Tripoli preceded 
their appearance on the front lines near Aghéila. Both sides had significant impediments. The 
German forces were struggling to acclimatise; insufficient filtering impacted the worthiness of 
vehicle engines while the troops were struggling to cope with the extremes of temperature in 
the desert. The British had stripped forces in Cyrenaica, with the current demands of the 
campaign in Greece and the need to pull back the remaining tanks to the Nile valley for refit 
after Operation Compass. Mersa el Brega was a logical position to defend. The extensive salt 
flats were impassable to all vehicles and the sands of the Sahara were barely fifteen kilometres 
to the south, preventing any grandiose flanking manoeuvres. The British 2nd Armoured 
Division's Support group held the forward positions built around the Tower Hamlets Regiment. 
Made up of toughs from the East End the Hamlets were to prove a difficult opponent for the 
advancing Germans. This hypothetical version of the scenario includes the inclusion of both A & 
C squadron from 5th RTR which were present just off map to the east but played no part in the 
original battle. 
 
#410402_01 Blooding 5th Royal Tank Regiment     Turns : 3 
Near Agedabia, Libya: April 2nd, 1941. (Scenario Size: Company. Recommended for both Head 
to Head or Human vs AI) With the retreat from Mersa Brega, the British considered trying to 
hold at Agedabia, the next habitation up the Via Balbia. It was soon apparent that this was not 
viable as the German forces started to flank the town and it was decided to continue to 
withdraw north east towards Antelat. C Squadron of the 5th Royal Tank Regiment was tasked 
with covering the highway while the Royal Horse Artillery departed and were to engage in the 
first serious Anglo-German tank action since the fall of France in May 1940.Though well 
concealed and hull down on high ground, the German attack came from the west, forcing the 
British to squint into the setting sun. Though a short and sharp engagement, both sides were to 
discover how evenly matched their armoured vehicles were. 
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SCENARIO DESCRIPTIONS AND PLAY NOTES – TOBRUK 
 
#410410_01 Tobruk - Death of a General      Turns : 10 
Tobruk, Eastern Cyrenaica, Libya: April 10th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Battalion. German Human vs 
Allied AI) In the ten days since the engagement at Mersa el Brega the Allies had been engaged 
and pushed back from Benghazi, Mechili and Derna. Retreating on Tobruk, the Australian 9th 
Division was ordered to hold the local defences and slow the Axis advance. The Italian defences 
were extensive but incomplete and had been breached during Operation Compass. The 
Australians had endeavoured to repair as much as possible in the week before April 10th. 
Rommel and his troops had little knowledge of the state of Tobruk and he ordered the newly 
arrived General von Prittwitz to drive towards the port and possibly capture it by coup de main. 
This lack of knowledge and reconnaissance was to see the German spearhead rebuffed on the 
first line of defences and to cost von Prittwitz his life, two days after arriving in North Africa. 
 
#410411_01 Tobruk - Good Friday       Turns : 10 
#410411_01v Tobruk - Good Friday (Variable VP’s)     Turns : 10 
Tobruk, Eastern Cyrenaica, Libya: April 11th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Regiment. Head to Head or 
German Human vs Allied AI) Despite the death of General von Prittwitz the previous day, 
Rommel continued to believe that Tobruk just required German resolve to force capitulation. 
Personally, reconnoitring around the Port's defences, Rommel decide to attack near the El 
Adem road. With no reconnaissance he ordered MG-Bataillon 2 and the under-strength Panzer-
Regiment 5 to push forward and advance up the road to Tobruk. With no maps of the Allied 
defences and the skilful camouflage of the Australian positions, the German forces stumbled 
onto the defenders and paid a heavy price. The AT trench that ran the length of the front line 
was to prevent the panzers breaking into the defences and they ultimately left the German 
infantry in an unenviable position.  
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#410414_01v Tobruk - Easter Monday (Variable VP’s)    Turns : 8 
Tobruk, Eastern Cyrenaica, Libya: April 14th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Regiment. Head to Head or 
German Human vs Allied AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) The second 
major Easter battle occurred three days after the heavy engagement on the 11th. Rommel 
decided that the port could be taken on the run, just that it required more meticulous 
preparation. During the evening of April 13th, German Pioniers managed to breach the wire 
and fill in sufficient of the anti-tank trench to make it passable, During the Sunday night a few 
platoons from MG-Bataillon 8 managed to setup within the Australian defences with the 
express aim of allowing the 38 tanks from Panzer-Regiment 5 to push onto Tobruk supported 
by the remaining companies of MG-Bataillon 8. The weakened Panzer Regiment passed through 
the German infantry just before dawn and advanced unmolested. The following infantry were 
engaged by the defenders and separated from the panzers. It was then the Panzer Regiments 
turn to be directly engaged by 25 pounder artillery and AT guns firing over open sights. The 
Panzers found themselves fired upon from all sides, when two tank squadrons from 1st Royal 
Tank Regiment intervened, forcing the Germans to try and pull back. The subsequent 
withdrawal was extremely costly with 17 panzers lost and MG-Bataillon 8 essentially destroyed 
with nearly 800 casualties. Rommel had failed again to take Tobruk on the fly. 
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#410417_01av Tobruk - April 17, Italian Probes (vs AI version, Variable VP’s) Turns : 10 
Tobruk, Eastern Cyrenaica, Libya: April 17th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Regiment. Axis Human vs 
Allied AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) With the failure of the German 
Easter attacks, Rommel decided to use the newly arrived Italian units from the Ariete and 
Trento divisions to continue to try and dislodge the Tobruk defenders. The south western 
defences of the fortress presented an opportunity to clear the high ground around Point 209 
and oversee the Allied positions all the way to the Via Balbia. The Italians lifted the minefields in 
the R1 - R3 sector allowing their armour to quickly penetrate the Australian defences. Rommel 
hoped this would allow the following infantry to break up onto the Allied held heights, clearing 
them for the Germans expected in the area in the next few days. 
 
#410422_01av Tobruk - Carrier Hill (vs AI version, Variable VP’s)   Turns : 7 
Tobruk, Eastern Cyrenaica, Libya: April 22nd, 1941. (Scenario Size: Battalion. Allied Human vs 
Italian AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) After unsuccessful attempts by 
the Italians between April 15th to 17th to capture the high ground at Point 209, the Tobruk 
command continued to patrol beyond the wire. One patrol found substantial Axis forces on the 
opposite slope of Carrier Hill (so called for a disabled Bren carrier visible from the Allied 
positions) on April 20th. It was decided to raid these positions on April 22nd to prevent Rommel 
building up forces close to the Allied lines in the lee of the hill. The raid kicked off at 6am, with C 
company, 2/48th Australian Battalion supported by Matilda tanks, carriers and 2 pdr portee 
trucks. The raid was completely successful, resulting in nearly 400 prisoners from Ariete's 
III/Bersaglieri battalion surrendering and important material including 20mm AA guns and gun 
sites for the garrisons captured Italian artillery. 
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#410430_01v Tobruk - April 30, Night Attack (Variable VP’s)   Turns : 8 
Tobruk, Eastern Cyrenaica, Libya: April 30th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Regiment. Axis Human vs 
Allied AI or Head to Head. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) Rommel decided 
to try and capture Tobruk for the fourth time as his new unit, 15. Panzer Division arrived to the 
west of the fortress. The Deutsches Afrika-Korps now spent the time to prepare and 
reconnoitre the Allied defences around the high ground at Point 209. Deciding to launch a night 
attack, kampfgruppe were to attack either side of the high ground and then to converge and 
clear it. Newly arrived pioniers were to clear the defences and help breach the Allied positions. 
Facing the Axis, the Australian 2/24th Battalion had just replaced 2/48th Battalion that had 
moved back into reserve. The 2/24th were immediately under pressure, the attack occurring on 
only the 2nd night after they had moved into the forward positions. 
 
#410430_02v Tobruk - April 30, Full Attack (Variable VP’s)    Turns : 20 
Tobruk, Eastern Cyrenaica, Libya: April 30th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Regiment. Axis Human vs 
Allied AI or Head to Head. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) Rommel decided 
to try and capture Tobruk for the fourth time as his new unit, 15. Panzer Division arrived to the 
west of the fortress. The Deutsches Afrika-Korps now spent the time to prepare and 
reconnoitre the Allied defences around the high ground at Point 209. Deciding to launch a night 
attack, kampfgruppe were to attack either side of the high ground and then to converge and 
clear it. Newly arrived pioniers were to clear the defences and help breach the Allied positions. 
Facing the Axis, the Australian 2/24th Battalion had just replaced 2/48th Battalion that had 
moved back into reserve. The 2/24th were immediately under pressure, the attack occurring on 
only the 2nd night after they had moved into the forward positions. 
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SCENARIO DESCRIPTIONS AND PLAY NOTES – CORINTH CANAL 
 
#410426_01v Corinth Canal - Fallschirmjaeger Attack (Variable VP’s)  Turns : 10 
Corinth Canal, Peloponnesus, Greece: April 26th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Regiment Head to Head 
or Human vs Allied AI) With the surrender of the Greek 2nd Army on April 20th, it was clear that 
Greece could not be saved and the Allied expeditionary force (W Force) would have to be 
evacuated quickly or annihilated. To that end, General Wilson, ordered the embarkation of as 
many troops as possible from southern Greek ports. The Germans realising this decided to 
capture the single bridge over Corinth Canal in the hope of trapping any units that had not 
crossed already into the Peloponnesus.   Generalleutnant Karl Student proposed his 
Fallschirmjäger could take the bridge quickly and once agreed that Oberst Alfred Sturm's 
Fallschirmjäger-Regt 2 lead the assault. Defending the canal was Isthmus Force a motley 
collection of Allied units, expecting an assault from the land, not the air. 
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SCENARIO DESCRIPTIONS AND PLAY NOTES – OPERATION BREVITY 
 
#410515_01 Operation Brevity       Turns : 48 
#410515_01v Operation Brevity (Variable VP’s)      Turns : 48 
Fort Capuzzo, Egyptian - Libyan Border: May 15th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Division. Head to Head 
or Human vs AI for either side) By mid May 1941, Tobruk had been surrounded by the Axis 
forces for a month. The Commonwealth forces within the fortress had held against Rommel's 
initial assaults, but Churchill was concerned that the cost in naval vessels and men would be 
prohibitive in maintaining the garrison. He pressed the Wavell, the Allied North Africa 
commander to prepare to relieve Tobruk as it was a vital supply base for any advance back into 
Cyrenaica. Wavell was awaiting a major convoy carrying hundreds of replacement tanks and 
vehicles (the Tiger Convoy) but was goaded into attacking by Rommel's sudden capture of the 
strategic Halfaya Pass on April 25th. Wavell, therefore planned a three-brigade advance to both 
recover the pass as well as push back the Axis border defenders before the arrival of the Tiger 
convoy and his proposed major offensive - Operation Battleaxe. This scenario covers both days 
of Operation Brevity. 
 
#410515_02 Operation Brevity - Day One      Turns : 24 
#410515_02v Operation Brevity - Day One (Variable VP’s)    Turns : 24 
Fort Capuzzo, Egyptian - Libyan Border: May 15th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Division. Head to Head 
or Human vs AI for either side) By mid May 1941, Tobruk had been surrounded by the Axis 
forces for a month. The Commonwealth forces within the fortress had held against Rommel's 
initial assaults, but Churchill was concerned that the cost in naval vessels and men would be 
prohibitive in maintaining the garrison. He pressed the Wavell, the Allied North Africa 
commander to prepare to relieve Tobruk as it was a vital supply base for any advance back into 
Cyrenaica. Wavell was awaiting a major convoy carrying hundreds of replacement tanks and 
vehicles (the Tiger Convoy) but was goaded into attacking by Rommel's sudden capture of the 
strategic Halfaya Pass on April 25th. Wavell, therefore planned a three-brigade advance to both 
recover the pass as well as push back the Axis border defenders before the arrival of the Tiger 
convoy and his proposed major offensive - Operation Battleaxe. This scenario covers the first 
day of Operation Brevity, where the British advanced the furthest.  
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#410515_03 Operation Brevity - Halfaya Pass     Turns : 8 
#410515_03v Operation Brevity - Halfaya Pass (Variable VP’s)   Turns : 8 
Halfaya Pass, South of Sollum: May 15th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Regiment-. Head to Head or 
Either Allied Human vs Axis AI) On April 25th, Rommel's Axis forces surprised the British with 
the capture of the strategic Halfaya Pass. The Allied commander Wavell, as part of Operation 
Brevity, tasked the 22nd Guards Brigade to recover the pass. The Allies employed the Scots 
Guards Regiment as well as the heavy Matilda tanks of the 4th Royal Tank Regiment. The British 
eventually prevailed, but the fighting was so savage that nine of the involved Matilda's were 
destroyed or disabled. The Italian Bersaglieri with their attendant 47mm AT guns were 
particularly effective on the defence.  
 
#410516_01 Operation Brevity - Day Two      Turns : 15 
#410516_01v Operation Brevity - Day Two (Variable VP’s)    Turns : 15 
Fort Capuzzo, Egyptian - Libyan Border: May 16th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Division. Head to Head 
or Human vs AI for either side) By mid May 1941, Tobruk had been surrounded by the Axis 
forces for a month. The Commonwealth forces within the fortress had held against Rommel's 
initial assaults, but Churchill was concerned that the cost in naval vessels and men would be 
prohibitive in maintaining the garrison. He pressed the Wavell, the Allied North Africa 
commander to prepare to relieve Tobruk as it was a vital supply base for any advance back into 
Cyrenaica. Wavell was awaiting a major convoy carrying hundreds of replacement tanks and 
vehicles (the Tiger Convoy) but was goaded into attacking by Rommel's sudden capture of the 
strategic Halfaya Pass on April 25th. Wavell, therefore planned a three-brigade advance to both 
recover the pass as well as push back the Axis border defenders before the arrival of the Tiger 
convoy and his proposed major offensive - Operation Battleaxe. This scenario covers the second 
day of Operation Brevity, where the Germans counterattacked the major British advances. 
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SCENARIO DESCRIPTIONS AND PLAY NOTES – UNTERNEHMEN MERKUR 
 
#410520_01 Maleme - 22nd Battalion      Turns : 10 
#410520_01v Maleme - 22nd Battalion (Variable VP’s)    Turns : 10 
Maleme, Western Crete, Greece: May 20th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Battalion+ Head to Head or 
Human vs AI for either side) Generalleutnant Karl Student's unprecedented Operation Merkur 
was reliant on the quick capture of the airfields at Maleme, Retimo and Heraklion. Maleme was 
deemed the most critical due to its close proximity to the capital Canea and the deep-water 
port of Suda Bay. With Maleme airfield secured the Gebirgsjaegers of 5th Gebirgs Division could 
be flown in to quickly reinforce the airborne troops. Lt Colonel Leslie Andrews VC commanding 
the New Zealand 22nd Battalion was tasked with the defence of both the airfield and the Hill 
107 overlooking the immediate area. Student's Fallschirmjaeger were tasked to take exactly the 
area that Andrew's men were preparing to defend. 
 
#410520_02 Maleme - 5th Brigade       Turns : 16 
#410520_02v Maleme - 5th Brigade (Variable VP’s)     Turns : 16 
Maleme, Western Crete, Greece: May 20th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Brigade Head to Head or 
Human vs AI for either side) Brigadier James Hargest, commander of the New Zealand 5th 
Brigade was responsible for what was the pivotal defensive sector on the whole of Crete. A 
veteran of the first world war, Hargest had to use his political connections to return to uniform 
in 1941. Hargest's challenge was that there were continual warnings that the German invasion 
was to be predominantly by sea and he set up his battalions accordingly. Most were on or close 
to the coast with only the 21st Battalion in reserve. All were tasked to hold their positions until 
the German's were considered committed and it was this static strategy which lost Maleme 
Airfield and ultimately, Crete. 
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#410520_03 Maleme - Prison Valley       Turns : 20 
#410520_03v Maleme - Prison Valley (Variable VP’s)    Turns : 20 
Galatas, Western Crete, Greece: May 20th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Brigade+ Head to Head or 
Human vs AI for either side) Oberst Richard Heidrich's 3rd Fallschirmjaeger Regiment were 
tasked to land on a high plateau south west of Canea. German intelligence had been faulty for 
the whole operation and Heidrich to his chagrin found that he had parachuted into a valley 
surrounded by hills rather than the high ground of a plateau. It was obvious from the volume of 
fire while landing that the Allied forces controlled the high ground. Fortunately, for the 
Germans, the Prison, a virtual fortress had been abandoned and was quickly turned into 
Heidrich's base of operations. With a place to reorganise secured, Heidrich turned his attention 
to clearing the hills between himself and Canea with the village of Galatas his primary objective. 
The New Zealander, Greek and British held their positions during the day and missed a golden 
opportunity to push Heidrich out of Prison Valley. 
 
#410520_04 Maleme - First Wave       Turns : 20 
#410520_04v Maleme - First Wave (Variable VP’s)     Turns : 20 
Western Crete, Greece: May 20th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Division Head to Head or Human vs AI 
for either side) Generalleutnant Karl Student's Operation Merkur was launched only one month 
before the great German Barbarossa offensive in Russia. This meant forces were constantly 
diverted to Poland rather than southern Greece. The need for JU-52 transport aircraft was 
unprecedented with many required to carry ammunition and supplies in Eastern Europe. 
Student only received enough aircraft to deliver two regiments via airborne assault at a time. 
This forced him to split his forces into two waves - a morning assault in Western Crete and an 
afternoon para-drop on Retimo and Heraklion. Co-ordinating such huge forces was always 
going to be a challenge and many German Fallschirmjaeger were to pay with their lives due to 
the insufficient resources committed. 
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#410520_05 Retimo - Olive Oil and Wadis      Turns : 12 
#410520_05v Retimo - Olive Oil and Wadis (Variable VP’s)    Turns : 12 
Retimo, Central Crete, Greece: May 20th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Regiment Head to Head or 
Human vs AI for either side) Oberst Alfred Sturm was in command of the 2nd Fallschirmjaeger 
Regiment - at 53, he was four years older than General Major Eugen Meindl who jumped in 
command of the Sturm Regiment. Both men were to be out of the battle by the end of the day. 
Sturm's troops were part of the second drop of the day. Insufficient transports, heavy casualties 
amongst the Ju-52's in the first wave and dust rendering visibility to nil all delayed the planned 
afternoon assault. At both Retimo and Heraklion arrivals were piecemeal - delayed by over 
three hours. Despite the assault on Western Crete raging from early in the morning, no word 
had reached the Australian/Greek force defending Retimo. Transports had been spotted at 
lunch time, but the Luftwaffe only launched its suppressive raids late in the afternoon. 
Unfortunately for Sturm the defenders were well prepared by the time his force arrived. The 
2nd Fallschirmjaeger was decimated in the landing and were to play little part for the 
remainder of the battle. 
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#410520_06 Heraklion - Buttercup Field      Turns : 16 
#410520_06v Heraklion - Buttercup Field (Variable VP’s)    Turns : 16 
Heraklion, Central Crete, Greece: May 20th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Regiment+ Head to Head or 
Human vs AI for either side) Oberst Bruno Brauer was tasked with capturing Crete's largest city, 
Heraklion. Like Sturm's assault at Retimo, Brauer's 1st Fallschirmjaeger Regiment had the dual 
task of capturing the city for its deep-water port and the airfield a few kilometres to the east. 
Like Retimo, Brauer's troops were part of the second drop of the day. Insufficient transports, 
heavy casualties amongst the Ju-52's in the first wave and dust rendering visibility to nil all 
delayed the planned afternoon assault. At both Retimo and Heraklion arrivals were piecemeal - 
delayed by over three hours. With four battalions' the assault on Heraklion had twice the forces 
as landed at Retimo, but unfortunately faced an over strength Allied brigade. The 
Fallschirmjaeger were initially successful breaking into the walled city but the landings around 
the airfield were decisively counter attacked and the German losses extreme. Ultimately, the 
delayed arrival and heavy casualties thwarted the best efforts of Brauer's troops. 
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#410520_07v Maleme - First Wave – Extended (Variable VP’s)   Turns : 56 
Western Crete, Greece: May 20th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Division Head to Head or Human vs AI 
for either side. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) Generalleutnant Karl 
Student's Operation Merkur was launched only one month before the great German Barbarossa 
offensive in Russia. This meant forces were constantly diverted to Poland rather than southern 
Greece. The need for JU-52 transport aircraft was unprecedented with many required to carry 
ammunition and supplies in Eastern Europe. Student only received enough aircraft to deliver 
two regiments via airborne assault at a time. This forced him to split his forces into two waves - 
a morning assault in Western Crete and an afternoon para-drop on Retimo and Heraklion. Co-
ordinating such huge forces was always going to be a challenge and many German 
Fallschirmjaeger were to pay with their lives due to the insufficient resources committed. This 
scenario expands the First Wave scenario to the end of May 21st and includes the additional 
para-drops and initial landing of the Gebirgsjaeger that day. 
 
#410520_08v Maleme - First Wave - Extended Hypothetical (Variable VP’s) Turns : 56 
Western Crete, Greece: May 20th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Division+ Head to Head or Human vs AI 
for either side. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) Generalleutnant Karl 
Student's Operation Merkur was launched only one month before the great German Barbarossa 
offensive in Russia. This meant forces were constantly diverted to Poland rather than southern 
Greece. The need for JU-52 transport aircraft was unprecedented with many required to carry 
ammunition and supplies in Eastern Europe. Student only received enough aircraft to deliver 
two regiments via airborne assault at a time. Student planned to split his forces into two waves 
- a morning assault in Western Crete and an afternoon para-drop on Retimo and Heraklion. This 
plan was rejected by Luftwaffe commander, Colonel General Alexander Löhr who wanted more 
emphasis on Maleme, to achieve overwhelming superiority of force. Therefore, Fallschirmjäger-
Regt 1 & 2 were expected to follow Fallschirmjäger-Regt 3 and Meindl's Luftlande-Sturm-Regt 
in landing in Western Crete and clearing the island from west to east. This scenario is 
hypothetical and expands the First Wave scenario to the end of May 21st and includes the 
additional para-drops and initial landing of the Gebirgsjäger that day. Fallschirmjäger-Regt 1 & 2 
will arrive late on May 20th at pre-selected drop zones. 
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#410522_01 Maleme - Counterattack      Turns : 16 
#410522_01v Maleme – Counterattack (Variable VP’s)    Turns : 16 
Maleme/Pirgos, East of Maleme Airfield, Western Crete, Greece: May 22nd, 1941. (Scenario 
Size: Brigade. Head to Head or Allied Human vs German AI) The 21st of May had been a day of 
decision and desperation for both sides. The New Zealand 5th Brigade had failed to use the 21st 
and 23rd Battalions to either support the embattled 22nd Battalion withdrawing from Hill 107 
or directly attack the German Fallschirmjaeger around the air strip. The Germans found that a 
company of 22nd Battalion was still holding the eastern end of the airstrip and calling artillery 
fire down on any flights that arrived. Student's solution was to Para drop the 5th & 6th 
Kompanies from the Sturm Regiment, east of Pirgos and crush the Allied defenders from 
concentric attacks. The Para drop suffered the same fate as their compatriots of the 20th May 
drops and were largely destroyed by the defending New Zealanders. Finally, Brigadier Hargest 
of the New Zealand 5th Brigade, was given permission to counterattack to the west with fresh 
troops from the 20th & 28th (Maori) Battalions, while holding in place with the remainder of 
the Brigade. The 20th Battalion was tasked to take the Maleme airstrip, the Maori's to 
recapture Hill 107. The attack planned for midnight on the 22nd May was delayed for three 
hours while waiting for the 20th Battalion to arrive after relief by Australian forces. The late 
start compounded by the scattered Fallschirmjaegers from the days drops resulted in the 
Commonwealth forces nearing their objectives just as the sun rose and the Luftwaffe 
intervened to support their hard-pressed ground forces. 
 
#410522_02 Maleme - Counterattack Early      Turns : 16 
#410522_02v Maleme - Counterattack Early (Variable VP’s)   Turns : 16 
Maleme/Pirgos, East of Maleme Airfield, Western Crete, Greece: May 22nd, 1941. (Scenario 
Size: Brigade. Head to Head or Allied Human vs German AI) The 21st of May had been a day of 
decision and desperation for both sides. The New Zealand 5th Brigade had failed to use the 21st 
and 23rd Battalions to either support the embattled 22nd Battalion withdrawing from Hill 107 
or directly attack the German Fallschirmjaeger around the air strip. The Germans found that a 
company of 22nd Battalion was still holding the eastern end of the airstrip and calling artillery 
fire down on any flights that arrived. Student's solution was to Para drop the 5th & 6th 
Kompanies from the Sturm Regiment, east of Pirgos and crush the Allied defenders from 
concentric attacks. The Para drop suffered the same fate as their compatriots of the 20th May 
drops and were largely destroyed by the defending New Zealanders. Finally, Brigadier Hargest 
of the New Zealand 5th Brigade, was given permission to counterattack to the west with fresh 
troops from the 20th & 28th (Maori) Battalions, while holding in place with the remainder of 
the Brigade. The 20th Battalion was tasked to take the Maleme airstrip, the Maori's to 
recapture Hill 107. The attack planned for midnight on the 22nd May was delayed for three 
hours while waiting for the 20th Battalion to arrive after relief by Australian forces. The late 
start compounded by the scattered Fallschirmjaegers from the days drops resulted in the 
Commonwealth forces nearing their objectives just as the sun rose and the Luftwaffe 
intervened to support their hard-pressed ground forces. This variant scenario explores what 
could happen if the New Zealanders were able to attack earlier as originally planned. 
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#410525_01 Galatas - Attack & Counterattack     Turns : 20 
#410525_01v Galatas - Attack & Counterattack (Variable VP’s)   Turns : 20 
Galatas, Western Crete, Greece: May 25th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Division Head to Head or 
German Human vs Allied AI) Oberst Richard Heidrich's 3rd Fallschirmjaeger Regiment had been 
held within Prison Valley for five days. The heavy casualties of the 20th May as well as the 
aggressive Allied defence had stymied Heidrich's attempts to push towards Canae. By the 
morning of May 25th, the Sturm Regiment, now half its original size as well as the newly arrived 
Gebirgsjaeger were ready to try and clear the stubborn Allied defences on the hills before 
Galatas. After extensive softening up from the Luftwaffe, the New Zealand defences were 
stretched to the limit and Galatas was lost by early evening. The towns capture was to be short 
lived though, with an Allied night counterattack surprising the German defenders. Little was 
ultimately achieved with the decision to pull back the defenders late on the 26th. 
 
#410527_01 Canae - The Destruction of Force Reserve (HTH version)  Turns : 8 
#410527_01a Canae - The Destruction of Force Reserve (vs AI version)  Turns : 6 
Platanos, East of Canae, Western Crete, Greece: May 27th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Regiment Plus. 
Head to Head or German Human vs Allied AI) Poor intelligence and coordination was to hamper 
both sides during the battles on Crete. The most tragic miscommunication occurred on the 
night of 26th May when Major General Weston decided to commit the remaining Allied 
reserves to slow the German advance. Force Reserve consisted of a weak brigade of Allied 
infantry, that to date had not been committed to action. The brigade was ordered to cover the 
western approach to Canae and it was assumed that the Commonwealth forces that had fought 
at Galatas had only fallen back to the Kladiso River and would cover Force Reserves left flank.  
Marching through the night, Weston's troops were in position before dawn and it was only as 
the sun started to rose that it was realised that the troops appearing to the south were actually 
flanking German Fallschirmjaeger. Force Reserve was ultimately surrounded and almost 
completely destroyed in four hours, with little to show for its sacrifice. 
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#410527_02a Forty Second Street (vs AI version)     Turns : 6 
Forty Second Street, South East of Canae, Western Crete, Greece: May 27th, 1941. (Scenario 
Size: Regiment. Allied Human vs German AI) While the battle raged around Force Reserve, East 
of Canae, the Gebirgsjaeger Regiment 141 pushed Westwards skirting the Southern rim of the 
city. Abandoned Allied supply dumps were found at the various encampments and the German 
troops became quite disordered plundering the Allied stores. As the Axis troops began to 
reorganise themselves, Commonwealth patrols noted the haphazard Germans and launched a 
spontaneous counterattack that soon encompassed most of the defending troops. The 
Gebirgsjaeger, were not expecting the violent assault and were ultimately routed from the 
field. 
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#410528_01 Stilos Rearguard        Turns : 20 
Stilos, South East of Suda Bay, Western Crete, Greece: May 28th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Brigade. 
Head to Head or German Human vs Allied AI) After the slowing of the German advance at 42nd 
Street, the Allied withdrawal to the Cretan port of Sphakion on the Southern coast took on a 
new urgency. General Ringel, overall German commander assumed the Allies would retreat 
eastwards towards Heraklion and was desperate to both trap the Allies and relieve the 
beleaguered Fallschirmjaeger who had landed in Eastern Crete. Ringel pushed his Gebirgsjaeger 
through the hills above the Northern coastline hoping to encircle the Allied forces. The 
Commonwealth forces had set up a number of blocking positions on the road to Sphakion with 
the Layforce commandos providing relatively fresh troops to man the rear-guard. Little did 
either force realise that they were heading in different direction with the Germans pushing 
Eastwards and the Allies to the South. The Gebirgjaeger moving through the hills surprised the 
Allies as they cut across the Commonwealth line of retreat, resulting in a confused engagement. 
 
#410528_02 Megala Khoratia       Turns : 6 
Megala Khoratia, South East of Suda Bay, Western Crete, Greece: May 28th, 1941. (Scenario 
Size: Battalion -. Head to Head or German Human vs Allied AI) General Ringel, overall German 
commander was desperate to advance eastwards towards Heraklion to relieve the beleaguered 
Fallschirmjaeger who had landed in Eastern Crete. While Ringel pushed his Gebirgsjaeger 
through the hills south of the Northern coastline he tasked the 95th Gebirgsjaeger-Aufk 
Battalion (95th Mountain Reconnaissance Battalion) to push along the coastal highway and 
reach Heraklion as quickly as possible. The Commonwealth forces had set up several blocking 
positions on the road to Sphakion with the Layforce commandos providing relatively fresh 
troops to man the rear-guard. The German motorcycle men ran into the northern most Allied 
position with the Germans desperate not to be delayed and the Allies to preserve as many men 
as possible. 
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SCENARIO DESCRIPTIONS AND PLAY NOTES – OPERATION BATTLEAXE 
 
#410615_01v Operation Battleaxe (Variable VP’s)     Turns : 90 
Fort Capuzzo, Egyptian - Libyan Border: June 15th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Corp. Head to Head or 
Human vs AI for either side. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) Operation 
Brevity in mid-May 1941 had failed to clear the Axis frontier defences bar the capture of the 
strategic Halfaya Pass. This strategic location was lost to Rommel when Operation Skorpion was 
launched on May 26th. Operation Brevity though was only intended as a precursor for 
Operation Battleaxe - the first time that the Allies would have a clear superiority in tank 
numbers and the first operational use of the new A15 Crusader tank. With Halfaya Pass back in 
their hands the Axis forces turned it and several other localities into Stuetzpunkt (fortified 
positions). Notably, the newly arrived 50mm AT guns as well as several 88mm guns formed the 
core of the defence both at Halfaya Pass and at the Hafid Ridge (Point 208). The British planned 
to clear the major Axis positions at Halfaya, Sollum and Fort Capuzzo with the 4th Indian 
Division supported by 4th Armoured Brigade. This Brigade had been outfitted with every 
available Matilda tank in its two tank regiments. 7th Tank Brigade was to protect the flank of 
the Indians from any incursion by the German Panzers and the 7th Support Brigade was left as a 
deep reserve and a further flank guard. Operation Battleaxe was to be an archetypical desert 
engagement of grandiose manoeuvre, open flanks and entrenched positions. Both sides were 
to be placed in positions of success and failure. This scenario covers all three days of Operation 
Battleaxe. 
 
#410615_02v Operation Battleaxe - Day 1 (Variable VP’s)    Turns : 28 
Fort Capuzzo, Egyptian - Libyan Border: June 15th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Corp. Head to Head or 
Human vs AI for either side) Operation Brevity in mid-May 1941 had failed to clear the Axis 
frontier defences bar the capture of the strategic Halfaya Pass. This strategic location was lost 
to Rommel when Operation Skorpion was launched on May 26th. Operation Brevity though was 
only intended as a precursor for Operation Battleaxe - the first time that the Allies would have a 
clear superiority in tank numbers and the first operational use of the new A15 Crusader tank. 
With Halfaya Pass back in their hands the Axis forces turned it and several other localities into 
Stuetzpunkt (fortified positions). Notably, the newly arrived 50mm AT guns as well as several 
88mm guns formed the core of the defence both at Halfaya Pass and at the Hafid Ridge (Point 
208). The British planned to clear the major Axis positions at Halfaya, Sollum and Fort Capuzzo 
with the 4th Indian Division supported by 4th Armoured Brigade. This Brigade had been 
outfitted with every available Matilda tank in its two tank regiments. 7th Tank Brigade was to 
protect the flank of the Indians from any incursion by the German Panzers and the 7th Support 
Brigade was left as a deep reserve and a further flank guard. Operation Battleaxe was to be an 
archetypical desert engagement of grandiose manoeuvre, open flanks and entrenched 
positions. Both sides were to be placed in positions of success and failure. This scenario covers 
the first day of Operation Battleaxe.   
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#410615_03v Operation Battleaxe - Halfaya Pass (Variable VP’s)   Turns : 14 
Halfaya Pass, Egyptian - Libyan Border: June 15th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Brigade. Head to Head 
or Allied Human vs Axis AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) Operation 
Brevity in mid-May 1941 had failed to clear the Axis frontier defences bar the capture of the 
strategic Halfaya Pass. This strategic location was lost to Rommel when Operation Skorpion was 
launched on May 26th. With Halfaya Pass back in their hands the Axis forces turned it and 
several other localities into Stuetzpunkt (fortified positions). Notably, the newly arrived 50mm 
AT guns as well as several 88mm guns formed the core of the defence both at Halfaya Pass and 
at the Hafid Ridge (Point 208). The British planned to clear the major Axis positions at Halfaya, 
Sollum and Fort Capuzzo with the 4th Indian Division supported by 4th Armoured Brigade. 
Halfaya Pass had been heavily fortified since it's recapture and its defences had been extended 
to the sea on the plain below the escarpment. The bulk of the available defenders were above 
the pass, but an extensive minefield protected a detachment preventing access along the coast 
road. 11th Indian Brigade was tasked with taking the pass supported by a squadron of Matilda 
tanks from 4th Royal Tank Regiment. The Allied forces planned to attack both above and below 
the pass simultaneously, hoping to roll the defences up quickly. This attack was going to pit the 
German 88mm guns against the Matilda tanks for the first time and there was to be a clear 
victor.  
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#410615_04av Point 206 - Death of 'A' Squadron (Variable VP’s)   Turns : 8 
Point 206, south of Fort Capuzzo, Egyptian - Libyan Border: June 15th, 1941. (Scenario Size: 
Company. Allied Human vs Axis AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) 4th 
Royal Tank Regiment was given three tasks; support the attack on Halfaya Pass, capture, with 
the rest of 4th Armoured Brigade, Fort Capuzzo and while in transit, clear the Stuetzpunkt 
(fortified positions) at Point 206. The weakened A Squadron with Matilda tanks was given the 
task of clearing the location, supported by some of the light armour from 3rd Kings Hussars and 
a battery of 25 pounders. The German defenders only consisted of artillery and anti-tank guns, 
leaving both sides devoid of any infantry. The British tankers were to find that the lack of any 
supporting engineers or infantry was to be a serious impediment in clearing the entrenched 
Axis guns. 
 
#410615_05av Hafid Ridge - Blooding the Tiger Cubs (Variable VP’s)  Turns : 8 
Point 208, west of Fort Capuzzo, Egyptian - Libyan Border: June 15th, 1941. (Scenario Size: 
Battalion. Allied Human vs Axis AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) While 
4th Armoured Brigade advanced on Fort Capuzzo, 7th Armoured Brigade was ordered to 
protect their flank and prevent the Germans from attacking from the north or west. By 11am, 
2nd Royal Tank Regiment had discovered the Axis defences at Point 208 and an attempt to clear 
it had cost it six of its tanks. Stymied from pushing forward, 6th Royal Tank Regiment outfitted 
with the new crusader tank was ordered to clear the Axis Stuetzpunkt (fortified positions) using 
two of its three squadrons. Like 4th Royal Tank Regiment at Point 206, 6th Royal Tank Regiment 
would attempt to overrun the defenders with armour alone. This was to prove even more 
challenging than the prior attack as 88mm heavy AA guns were included in the defending 
inventory.  
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#410616_01v Operation Battleaxe - Day 2 & 3 (Variable VP’s)   Turns : 58 
Fort Capuzzo, Egyptian - Libyan Border: June 16th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Corp. Head to Head or 
Human vs AI for either side. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) Both the Allied 
and Axis forces had mixed success on June 15th. The Germans had beaten off successive attacks 
by 4th Indian Division at Halfaya Pass, decimating both the Allied infantry and the supporting 
Matilda II tanks. Further to the west, 7th Armoured Brigade with orders to flank the German 
defences on the frontier and prevent their retreat was ambushed at Point 208 losing many of 
the new Crusader tanks. It was in the centre that the Allies saw the most progress, clearing 
Point 206 and then capturing Fort Capuzzo with their armour heavy forces. Overnight assaults 
saw Musaid fall, with preparation to clear Sollum from the escarpment down. The Germans had 
seen significant tank losses from 8th Panzer Regiment as it responded to each Allied thrust, but 
it was hoped that the arrival in strength of 5th Leichte Division would tip the balance back. As 
June 16th dawned, both sides prepared to renew their assaults, with desperate defence and 
dogged attack the currency of the day. This scenario covers the second and third days of 
Operation Battleaxe. 
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#410616_02v Operation Battleaxe - Day 2 (Variable VP’s)    Turns : 26 
Fort Capuzzo, Egyptian - Libyan Border: June 16th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Corp. Head to Head or 
Human vs AI for either side. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) Both the Allied 
and Axis forces had mixed success on June 15th. The Germans had beaten off successive attacks 
by 4th Indian Division at Halfaya Pass, decimating both the Allied infantry and the supporting 
Matilda II tanks. Further to the west, 7th Armoured Brigade with orders to flank the German 
defences on the frontier and prevent their retreat was ambushed at Point 208 losing many of 
the new Crusader tanks. It was in the centre that the Allies saw the most progress, clearing 
Point 206 and then capturing Fort Capuzzo with their armour heavy forces. Overnight assaults 
saw Musaid fall, with preparation to clear Sollum from the escarpment down. The Germans had 
seen significant tank losses from 8th Panzer Regiment as it responded to each Allied thrust, but 
it was hoped that the arrival in strength of 5th Leichte Division would tip the balance back. As 
June 16th dawned, both sides prepared to renew their assaults, with desperate defence and 
dogged attack the currency of the day. This scenario covers the second day of Operation 
Battleaxe. 
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#410616_03v Fort Capuzzo (Variable VP’s)      Turns : 12 
Fort Capuzzo, Egyptian - Libyan Border: June 16th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Regiment. Head to 
Head or Human vs AI for either side. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) The fall 
of Fort Capuzzo was the major Allied achievement on June 15th. It represented a breaking of 
the German Stuetzpunkt (fortified positions) and opened the opportunity to attack Bardia or 
beyond. With a Matilda II heavy force, the British tankers had a distinct advantage over the 8th 
Panzer Regiment that had attacked piecemeal for most of the previous afternoon. It was the 
panzers sacrifices that had prevented the British advancing further. Overnight Rommel ordered 
a full regimental assault to clear the fort, knowing the risk the entrenched Allied forces were to 
both Sollum and his besieged forces at Halfaya Pass. The local forces from 15th Panzer Division 
were going to have to dislodge the British defenders. 
 
#410616_04v The Fall of Sollum (Variable VP’s)     Turns : 10 
Sollum, Egyptian - Libyan Border: June 16th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Battalion. Head to Head or 
Human vs Italian AI. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) The 2nd Scots Guards 
were finally in action during the night of 15th/16th June. The assault and capture of Musaid was 
the result of the skill of the Guards and laxity of the Italian defenders. As the sun rose on the 
16th, the Scottish troops moved off to clear Sollum and the barracks above the escarpment and 
then move down to clear the seaside settlement. If successful, it would stop the Germans 
supplying the besieged forces at Halfaya Pass and open up an opportunity to attack that 
position from the rear. 
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#410617_01v Operation Battleaxe - Day 3 (Variable VP’s)    Turns : 26 
Fort Capuzzo, Egyptian - Libyan Border: June 17th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Corp. Head to Head or 
Human vs AI for either side. This scenario uses variable objective victory points) On June 16th it 
was a day of two halves. The British we're in the ascendancy in the morning, but the Afrika Korp 
seized the initiative in the afternoon. Fort Capuzzo had remained in Allied hands, despite the 
best efforts of 8th Panzer Regiment. The injection of 5th Leichte Division towards Sidi Omar 
resulted in a series of engagements on the Libyan side of the border with 7th Armoured Brigade 
seeing its strength dwindle due to the constant skirmishes. The failings of the British vehicle 
recovery and repair services were marked when compared to the efficiency of the comparable 
Axis teams. With an increasing panzer superiority, Rommel began the day planning to drive 
through Sidi Suleiman to Halfaya Pass to cut off the Allied units in both Sollum and Fort 
Capuzzo. It was only a quick appreciation by Messervy (4th Indian Division) and Creagh (7th 
Armoured Division) who unilaterally decided to withdraw their forces before being cut off from 
supply.  
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SCENARIO DESCRIPTIONS AND PLAY NOTES – OPERATION CRUSADER 
 
#411119_01 Surprise at Bir el-Gubi       Turns : 15 
#411119_01 Surprise at Bir el-Gubi (Variable VP’s)     Turns : 15 
Bir el-Gubi, south of Tobruk: November 19th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Division-. Head to Head or 
British Human vs AI) The British 8th Army launched Operation Crusader on November 18th, 
hoping to draw the German Afrika Korps into battle with their concentrated armor. Rommel, 
focused on his attack on Tobruk scheduled in the near future, believed the move was a feint to 
draw his units away from the Tobruk. He ignored the British Commonwealth movements. As a 
result, the British changed their plan and sent their armor brigades in different directions. The 
22nd Armoured Brigade Group was sent west to defeat the Italians holding Bir el-Gubi, 
threatening their western flank as they pushed toward Tobruk. This led to a clash in the desert, 
with the British having little infantry and artillery support against the Italian Ariete division. The 
British forces are inexperienced and new to the desert, while the Italians have implemented 
some reforms in reaction to their earlier disasters in the desert.  
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#411119_02 Skirmish at Gabr Saleh       Turns : 12 
#411119_02v Skirmish at Gabr Saleh (Variable VP’s)     Turns : 12 
Gabr Saleh, southeast of Tobruk: November 19th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Regiment. Head to Head 
or Axis Human vs AI) The British 8th Army launched Operation Crusader on November 18th, 
hoping to draw the German Afrika Korps into battle with their concentrated armor. Rommel, 
focused on his attack on Tobruk scheduled in the near future, believed the move was a feint to 
draw his units away from the Tobruk. He ignored the British Commonwealth movements. As a 
result, the British changed their plan and sent their armor brigades in different directions. The 
4th Armoured Brigade was left to protect the Gabr Saleh area and the western flank of the 
infantry forces pushing toward the Axis fortified positions near the Mediterranean coast. This 
lone brigade was then further split up with 2 of 3 tank regiments off to the northeast 
supporting armored cars chasing after some German recon elements. Meanwhile, Rommel 
finally ordered a Kampfgruppe from the 21. Panzer-Division to probe the Gabr Saleh area to get 
a better idea of the situation southeast of Tobruk. 
 
#411120_01 DAK strikes at the 4th Armoured     Turns : 10 
#411120_01v DAK strikes at the 4th Armoured (Variable VP’s)   Turns : 10 
Gabr Saleh, southeast of Tobruk: November 19th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Regiment. Head to Head 
or Axis Human vs AI) The British 8th Army launched Operation Crusader on November 18th, 
hoping to draw the German Afrika Korps into battle with their concentrated armor. Rommel, 
focused on his attack on Tobruk scheduled in the near future, believed the move was a feint to 
draw his units away from the Tobruk. He ignored the British Commonwealth movements. As a 
result, the British changed their plan and sent their armor brigades in different directions. The 
4th Armoured Brigade was left to protect the Gabr Saleh area and the western flank of the 
infantry forces pushing toward the Axis fortified positions near the Mediterranean coast. This 
lone brigade was then further split up with 2 of 3 tank regiments off to the northeast 
supporting armored cars chasing after some German recon elements. Meanwhile, Rommel 
finally ordered a Kampfgruppe from the 21. Panzer-Division to probe the Gabr Saleh area to get 
a better idea of the situation southeast of Tobruk.  
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#411120_02: Rommel Wakes Up       Turns : 12 
#411120_02v: Rommel Wakes Up (Variable VP’s)     Turns : 12 
Sidi Rezegh, southeast of Tobruk: November 20th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Regiment. Head to 
Head or Allied vs AI). Rommel had ignored the British moves around Sidi Rezegh and to the 
south for the first 2 days of the operation, but he had finally reacted. The men of z.b.V Africa 
were tasked with moving on Sidi Rezegh in order to determine the situation in the area and 
stabilize it. If possible, they were to seize the area, without tank support as the Panzers were 
operating further southeast. British tank forces with limited infantry support were in the area. 
 
#411121_01 Drive to ed Duda       Turns : 15 
#411121_01v Drive to ed Duda (Variable VP’s)     Turns : 15 
Sidi Rezegh, southeast of Tobruk: November 21st, 1941. (Scenario Size: Regiment. Head to 
Head or Allied vs AI). At the end of November 20th, the British army ordered the breakout of 
the Tobruk garrison to begin on the morning of the 21st, while the 7th Armoured Brigade and 
7th Armoured Support Group attacked from Side Rezegh to meet up near ed Duda. as the 
British forces at Sidi Rezegh prepared to attack, however, intelligence reported that German 
tank units were on the move in their direction from the southeast. The 7th Armoured division 
decided to continue the attack, but with just the Support Group and 6th RTR while the other 
tank regiments moved to the southeast to stop the panzers. Facing the attack were parts of 
z.b.V Africa with supporting units of the Italian Bologna division. Can the British forces break 
through to ed Duda before the German panzers arrive in their rear? 
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#411121_02 Sidi Rezegh-Panzers Strike      Turns : 21 
Sidi Rezegh, southeast of Tobruk: November 21st, 1941. (Scenario Size: Corps. Head to Head). 
At the end of November 20th, the British army ordered the breakout of the Tobruk garrison to 
begin on the morning of the 21st, while the 7th Armoured Brigade and 7th Armoured Support 
Group attacked from Sidi Rezegh to meet up with the breakout near ed Duda. Meanwhile, the 
Afrika Korps was finally concentrating its effort, issuing orders to both panzer divisions to move 
on Sidi Rezegh on the morning of November 21st, from the south and southeast. In response to 
these movements, the remaining tank brigades from the 7th Armoured, concentrated south of 
the panzer divisions in the area of Gabr Saleh, were ordered to pursue and harass the Germans. 
This resulted in running fights and hard pushes throughout the area, from Sidi Rezegh to the 
south and southeast. This day's fighting saw the odd situation of the British driving northwest 
from Sidi Rezegh while being attacked from the rear while the Germans pushing on Sidi Rezegh 
were being attacked in turn from the rear. 
 
#411121_03 Sidi Rezegh-Panzers Strike      Turns : 21 
Sidi Rezegh, southeast of Tobruk: November 21st, 1941. (Scenario Size: Corps. Head to Head). 
At the end of November 20th, the British army ordered the breakout of the Tobruk garrison to 
begin on the morning of the 21st, while the 7th Armoured Brigade and 7th Armoured Support 
Group attacked from Sidi Rezegh to meet up with the breakout near ed Duda. Meanwhile, the 
Afrika Korps was finally concentrating its effort, issuing orders to both panzer divisions to move 
on Sidi Rezegh on the morning of November 21st, from the south and southeast. In response to 
these movements, the remaining tank brigades from the 7th Armoured, concentrated south of 
the panzer divisions in the area of Gabr Saleh, were ordered to pursue and harass the Germans. 
This resulted in running fights and hard pushes throughout the area, from Sidi Rezegh to the 
south and southeast. This day's fighting saw the odd situation of the British driving northwest 
from Sidi Rezegh while being attacked from the rear while the Germans pushing on Sidi Rezegh 
were being attacked in turn from the rear. In this alternative version, ground conditions are set 
to normal as if rains had not come through recently. 
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#411121_04 Tobruk Breakout       Turns : 18 
#411121_04v Tobruk Breakout (Variable VP’s)     Turns : 18 
Tobruk, Libya, November 21st, 1941. (Scenario Size: Brigade. Commonwealth Human vs Axis AI, 
or HTH). After the 8th Army misread the results of the fighting on the previous day as resulting 
in the DAK retreating, orders were issued to the Tobruk garrison to begin their planned 
breakout. The plan was to push to Ed Duda and meet up with the XXX Corps relief forces 
moving from Sidi Rezegh. The garrison committed most of their artillery and all of their tanks to 
the effort, outside of a diversionary attack at the other end of the fortress perimeter. Unknown 
to the British forces, some German troops had taken over positions in the front line just prior to 
Crusader beginning, in preparation for the planned Axis offensive to finally take Tobruk. Also, 
minefields were much more extensive than was known, leading to tank losses and constricted 
advances when the assault started. This led to very difficult fighting on both sides, with 
crippling losses to some of the Axis forces involved. Although Ed Duda was not reached, the 
bulge opened by this attack was literally a thorn in the Axis flank, tying down large German and 
Italian forces in static positions to contain it to prevent a push to Ed Duda, and crippling half of 
the Bologna division. 
 
#411122_01: Fall of Sidi Rezegh       Turns : 15 
Side Rezegh area: November 22nd, 1941. (Scenario Size: Division. Head to Head or Axis Human 
vs. Allied AI). After concentrating on Sidi Rezegh on the previous day, the Axis movements on 
this day were disjointed in the morning. The British armor would be able to concentrate its 3 
brigades for the first time in the battle, while the German 21st Panzer moved to the north of 
Sidi Rezegh and 15th Panzer moved off to the east. Ultimately, 21st Panzer struck south against 
the British forces holding Sidi Rezegh, while 15th Panzer moved into the area late in the day. 
The end result was the Axis held Sidi Rezegh and had removed the threat from the south to the 
Bypass Road, but the British, although suffering heavy tank losses, were massed just south of 
the airfield and a South African brigade was within reach. 
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#411123_01 Assault on the Sollum Barracks      Turns : 6 
Sollum, south of Bardia: November 23rd, 1941. (Scenario Size: Battalion). As the British XXX 
Corps and the DAK fought a major armored battle to the west, the New Zealand division was 
pushing to cut off the Axis front line positions from Bardia. This action has the 28th (Maori) Bn 
assaulting the Sollum Barracks, atop the escarpment overlooking the port at Sollum. The 
defending forces, a mix of Italian construction engineers and few German AT/AA guns around 
the barracks area, put up a weak fight. 
 
#411123_02 Gambut Skirmish       Turns : 12 
#411123_02v Gambut Skirmish (Variable VP’s)     Turns : 12 
Gambut, east of Tobruk: November 23rd, 1941. (Scenario Size: Battalion. Head to Head or Axis 
vs AI). As a result of the unfolding disaster faced by the British forces in the Sidi Rezegh area, 
8th Army has ordered more forces sent to the area. The New Zealand division, deployed near 
Bardia and Sollum, has been ordered to move significant forces west to Sidi Rezegh, moving as 
quickly as possible. On the way, they are to clear Axis forces out of the way but are not be 
distracted from their primary goal. Little did they know that the Deutsches Afrika Korps panzer 
division supply bases and rear area units are just north of Gambut and the Via Balbia. For the 
Germans, KG Briehl is protecting the Gambut area, which in addition to its regular forces, has 
added emergency platoons built on supply/rear area personnel, plus some tanks and 
artillery/AT guns leaving the nearby repair workshops. KG Briehl must stop the New Zealand 
forces from moving north of the Via Balbia and destroying the workshops located there. This 
skirmish protected the critical German rear area workshops and supplies, or their ability to 
continue the battle would have been crippled. 
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#411123_03: NZ moves west        Turns : 22 
Point 175, Side Rezegh area: November 23rd, 1941. (Scenario Size: Division. Head to Head or 
Allied Human vs. Axis AI). As a result of the unfolding disaster faced by the British forces in the 
Sidi Rezegh area, 8th Army has ordered more forces to the area. The New Zealand division, 
deployed near Bardia and Sollum, has been ordered to move significant forces west to Sidi 
Rezegh, moving as quickly as possible. On the way, they are to clear Axis forces out of the way 
but are not to be distracted from their primary goal of moving west. Little did they know that 
the Deutsches Afrika Korps HQ is in their way, and the panzer division supply bases and rear 
area units are just north of Gambut and the Via Balbia. Point 175, their primary objective for 
the day, is occupied in force. For the Germans, they also have ad hoc forces protecting 
workshops and the DAK HQ, but all their mobile forces are focused on the destruction of the 
Commonwealth troops pushed south of Sidi Rezegh on the prior day and are not available to 
assist in stopping the NZ advance. 
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#411123_04: Assault on Pt 175 (HTH version)     Turns : 12 
#411123_04a: Assault on Pt 175 (vs AI version)     Turns : 12 
Point 175, Side Rezegh area: November 23rd, 1941. (Scenario Size: Battalion. Head to Head). 
The New Zealand division has been ordered to move significant forces west to Sidi Rezegh, 
moving as quickly as possible. Earlier this day, they overran the DAK HQ, causing massive 
command and communication issues for the German forces. Now, they have reached the area 
of their objective for the day - Point 175. They are deployed to attack, with tank support. The 
German defenders have been in place for a few days and have seen significant action against 
the 7th Armoured Division. For both sides, this is almost a side show compared to the heavy 
fighting to the southwest that resulted in the destruction of a South African brigade and heavy 
losses to the remnants of the 7th Armoured. But this battle played a key role in the further 
evolution of the battle that helped lead to the 8th Army emerging victorious. 
 
#411123_05: Totensonntag (Sunday of the Dead)     Turns : 12 
South of Side Rezegh: November 23rd, 1941. (Scenario Size: Corps. Head to Head or Axis 
Human vs. Allied AI). November 23rd was known to the Germans as Totensonntag, or Sunday of 
the Dead. This bloody day of fighting during Operation Crusader led to the fighting being known 
by this name.   During the fighting the prior day, the German forces had finally pushed the 
British armored forces south, away from Sidi Rezegh and the push by the Tobruk garrison to 
meet them nearby. On this day, the Axis plan was to attack the Commonwealth troops, 
consisting of the 7th Armoured Division plus a South African brigade, from the south with their 
panzers and the Italian Ariete Division, pushing them against the infantry forces in the Sidi 
Rezegh area. Their tank strength was greater than the remaining 7th Armoured tank strength 
by this time, giving them an advantage in tank fighting, at least. The Commonwealth forces 
were deployed to defend, with a large quantity of artillery to provide support to the relatively 
fresh 5th South African Brigade and the remnants of the 7th Armoured Division. The British 
tanks had suffered heavily by this point in the battle, and as a final blow, their strongest 
brigade's headquarters and some tanks had been trapped in laager and captured, crippling that 
brigade for the day's fighting.  The result was a disaster for the 8th Army, but the Germans also 
suffered heavy tank losses on the day due primarily to 25 pounder direct fire. 
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#411125_01: Stumbling into the Indians      Turns : 10 
Sidi Omar area, southwest of Halfaya Pass: November 25th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Regiment. 
Head to Head or Axis Human vs. Allied AI). Rommel's Raid continues after his crushing but not 
fatal blow to the British armoured forces. His plan, as little of a plan he formed, is to roll the 
Commonwealth infantry forces near the frontier with Egypt up against the Axis frontier 
fortifications. However, he had only poor knowledge of the 8th Army dispositions and the 
overall status of the Italians and Germans in this area.   In this case, the panzer element of the 
21. Panzer-Division was tasked with pushing through the Sidi Omar area at the western end of 
the original defensive line. However, the 4th Indian Division had captured this position and was 
strongly deployed behind the original remaining Axis minefields and was ready for the blow, as 
the Commonwealth Air Force dominated the skies in this area and had been bombing the 
approaching German forces, wearing them down and disrupting an already poor supply 
situation. 
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#411125_02: The Blockhouse        Turns : 22 
Sidi Rezegh area, Southeast of Tobruk: November 25th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Division. Head to 
Head or Allied Human vs. Axis AI). While Rommel was off trying to relieve pressure on the 
frontier defenses and destroy the various Commonwealth forces deployed there, the New 
Zealanders have been marching west to retake Sidi Rezegh and link up with the Tobruk forces 
that have been attacking to the southeast. The already worn defenders of Division z.b.V Afrika 
have been deployed to block them. These actions around the Tobruk-Sidi Rezegh area 
ultimately proved to be the most critical of the battle, pitting man against man, with little 
interplay with tanks.   General Freyberg, commanding the New Zealand division, had warned 
against splitting up his division even before the start of the campaign. However, after the 
disastrous tank battles to open Crusader reduced the XXXth Corp tank brigades to shells, 
Freyberg did his best to follow his new orders, which was to continue to screen Bardia and hold 
Capuzzo and Sollum areas to the east (where Rommel was now attacking) while marching to 
join the Tobruk forces with everything he could spare. So, 7 battalions were marching on Sidi 
Rezegh on this day, with orders to take the Blockhouse, actually a solidly build small building for 
travellers along the coastal road, along with the airfield at Sidi Rezegh, Zafraan and Belhamed.  
The Germans holding this area knew 8th Army forces were marching on them and deployed to 
try and stop them. These men, part of the ad hoc z.b.V Afrika division, soon to be reformed as 
the permanent 90. leichte Afrika-Division on November 26th, had been worn down by the 
previous week of fighting in the area, which although successful had led to heavy losses. Calls 
went out to Rommel to return but he was focused on the east and there were numerous 
communication issues on top of his impulsive nature that led him to not understand the serious 
situation forming at Sidi Rezegh. Italian forces had also been ordered up to take over part of the 
defensive line but were slow to arrive. The Germans were essentially on their own against some 
of the hardest fighting infantry in the Commonwealth forces (along with the 70th Division 
attacking out of Tobruk). 
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#411126_01: Probe at Capuzzo       Turns : 11 
Ft. Capuzzo, northwest of Halfaya Pass: November 26th, 1941. (Scenario Size: Regiment. Head 
to Head or Axis Human vs. Allied AI). While Rommel had been trying to organize a concentrated 
attack on the various Commonwealth forces deployed around the frontier for days, his men 
were exhausted and low on supplies. The result was failure after failure, along with costly 
attacks. Supplies were routed from the dumps located east of Tobruk to the west and then 
south and east to reach the Panzer spearheads, leaving them vulnerable to delays and raids by 
light Commonwealth Jock Column forces.   Today it is the New Zealand division's turn, although 
what appeared to be a coordinated attack was actually made up of a push from the north while 
units south of the NZ forces were hoping to get through to Bardia for badly needed supplies.  
For the New Zealand troops, after initial successes around Capuzzo and Sollum, they had moved 
onto the defense while the bulk of their division marched to Sidi Rezegh. They know that 
German panzer forces are all around them and are concerned with being crushed by the large 
tank forces. Little do they know the poor state the Axis are in by this time, but it may still be a 
tough battle with the enemy attacking from south and north at the same time. 
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#411201_01v DAK attacks the Tobruk Corridor (Variable VP’s)   Turns : 32 
Belhamed, east of Tobruk: December 1st, 1941. (Scenario Size: Corps. Axis Human vs AI or Head 
to Head. This scenario uses variable objective victory points). After a week and a half of fighting 
and maneuvering, both sides were exhausted and losses were very high. The Axis forces have 
spent the last few days recapturing Sidi Rezegh, severely punishing one brigade of the New 
Zealand division in the process. The second NZ brigade in the area is massed around Belhamed, 
forming a corridor to the Tobruk garrison that had broken out to Belhamed. The DAK has 
formed a partial ring around the NZ troops, and Rommel has issued orders to cut the corridor 
and form a cauldron around the remaining troops of the New Zealand division and destroy 
them. However, the Germans are barely capable of mounting an attack. For example, the newly 
named 90. Leichte Afrika-Division can only contribute an ad hoc formation of infantry made up 
of freed POWs from multiple units, and 21. Panzer-Division has just 15 tanks in action on this 
day.  Meanwhile, the British army has rebuilt some of its armoured forces, with a significant 
numeric advantage over the combined Axis tank count, but their commanders are cautious 
after the sever handling they suffered early in the battle. The NZ division has been ordered to 
keep the corridor to Tobruk open at all costs, but its strength is ebbing. A fairly fresh South 
African brigade is nearby but has no armoured support.  The end result was the DAK cut the 
corridor but the New Zealand forces were able to escape with limited losses, leaving the Axis 
too weak for further heavy combat and pulling out of their siege lines after a few more days of 
maneuvering.  
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VARIABLE SCENARIO DESCRIPTIONS AND PLAY NOTES – BEDA FOMM 
 
CP_V_410205_Beda_Fomm        Turns : 50 
This is a variable scenario where the Italians may choose different routes to retreat on. 
 
Operation Compass, launched in December 1940 as a limited raid, had exceeded the Allies 
wildest expectations. With the fall of Tobruk on January 22nd, 1941, the British field 
commander, General O'Connor was pressed to complete the Italian rout as quickly as possible. 
Mediterranean Commander in Chief, General Wavell was facing Axis actions in Greece, Syria 
and Iraq and the need to disengage the Allied forces was becoming urgent. While the 
Australians attacked along the Libyan coast taking Derna and threatening Benghazi, O'Conner 
decided to send 7th Armoured Division across the desert in the hope of cutting the road 
between Benghazi and Agedabia. It was hoped this would prevent the Italians from retreating 
into Tripolitania. The Italians, roundly beaten where ever they stood were desperate to retreat 
further to the west. 
 
The Italian 10th Armata is in disarray. The Australian 6th Division has captured both Derna and 
Barce and is advancing on Benghazi along the coast road. Italian forces, falling back from the 
recently lost settlements have to decide whether to go through the crowded streets of 
Benghazi or avoid the traffic snarls and retreat directly south bypassing the city. No matter the 
route, General Tellera, commander of the 10th Armata plans to try and hold at Agedabia - 
before the Allies can advance into Tripoltania. This variable scenario should be played either as 
Allied Human vs the AI or PBEM. 
 
The variable scenario contains the following potential scenarios; 
 
%CG_Beda_Fomm_1a_Historical       Turns : 50 
 
%CG_Beda_Fomm_2a_Centre       Turns : 50 
 
%CG_Beda_Fomm_3a_Right        Turns : 50 
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VARIABLE SCENARIO DESCRIPTIONS AND PLAY NOTES – OPERATION BREVITY 
 
CP_V_410515_Brevity         Turns : 48 
This is a variable scenario where the Allies may choose different objectives for the operation. 
 
By May 1941, the Axis and Allied forces in North Africa were low on both men and material. 
Much of the Allied forces had been despatched to support Greece and just been ignobly forced 
to retreat, leaving much of their heavy equipment behind. The German High Command was 
now almost singularly focused on the upcoming campaign in Russia (Barbarossa) that was 
expected to launch in the next month or so, leaving North Africa a side show for supplies and 
reinforcements. With Tobruk invested, both sides probed the other but had little in the way of 
force to change the strategic balance. 
 
May 15th, 1941. On the 12th May, Tiger Convoy with 238 tanks arrived in Alexandria, Egypt. 
Unloading delays and preparing the armour for desert operations meant that these 
reinforcements would not be available till June. In the meantime, General Wavell decides to 
test the German frontier defences in preparation for the planned Operation Battleaxe which 
would be launched as soon as sufficient tanks were available. Wavell’s probe became Operation 
Brevity, with the aim of capturing Halfaya pass and Sollum/Fort Capuzzo and depleting the Axis 
forces. If possible, units were to advance on Tobruk, but only if supplied and without risking the 
committed forces. This variable scenario should be played either as Allied Human vs the AI or 
PBEM. 
 
The variable scenario contains the following potential scenarios; 
 
%CG_Brevity_1a_Historical        Turns : 48 
 
%CG_Brevity_2a_Sollum        Turns : 48 
 
%CG_Brevity_3a_Bardia        Turns : 48 
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VARIABLE SCENARIO DESCRIPTIONS AND PLAY NOTES – UNTERNEHMEN MERKUR 
 
CP_V_410520_Merkur        Turns : 56+ 
This is a variable scenario where the Germans may choose whether to do a mass airborne 
landing or the historical operation. 
 
Crete, Greece: May 20th, 1941. The German attack on Greece in April 1941 was successfully 
concluded with 57,000 Allied troops evacuated by the Royal Navy. Some were sent to Crete to 
bolster its garrison until fresh forces could be organised, although most had lost their heavy 
equipment. Winston Churchill, the British Prime Minister, sent a telegram to the Chief of the 
Imperial General Staff (CIGS), General Sir John Dill: "To lose Crete because we had not sufficient 
bulk of forces there would be a crime." Oberkommando des Heeres (OKH, German army high 
command) was preoccupied with Operation Barbarossa, the invasion of the Soviet Union, and 
was largely opposed to a German attack on Crete. However, Hitler remained concerned about 
attacks in other theatres, in particular on his Romanian fuel supply, and Luftwaffe commanders 
were enthusiastic about the idea of seizing Crete by a daring airborne attack. The desire to 
regain prestige after their defeat by the Royal Air Force (RAF) in the Battle of Britain the year 
before, may also have played a role in their thinking, especially before the advent of the much 
more important invasion of Russia. Hitler was won over by the audacious proposal and in 
Directive 31 he asserted that "Crete... will be the operational base from which to carry on the 
air war in the Eastern Mediterranean, in co-ordination with the situation in North Africa." The 
directive also stated that the operation was to be in May and must not be allowed to interfere 
with the planned campaign against the Soviet Union. This meant forces were constantly 
diverted to Poland rather than southern Greece. The need for JU-52 transport aircraft was 
unprecedented with many required to carry ammunition and supplies in Eastern Europe. 
Student only received enough aircraft to deliver two regiments via airborne assault at a time. 
This forced him to split his forces into two waves - a morning assault and an afternoon para-
drop. Co-ordinating such huge forces was always going to be a challenge and many German 
Fallschirmjaeger were to pay with their lives due to the insufficient resources committed. 
 
Planning was rushed and much of Unternehmen Merkur was improvised, including the use of 
troops who were not trained for airborne assaults. The Germans planned to capture Maleme, 
but there was debate over the concentration of forces there and the number to be deployed 
against other objectives, like the smaller airfields at Heraklion and Retimo. The Luftwaffe 
commander, Colonel General Alexander Löhr and the Kriegsmarine commander, Admiral Karl-
Georg Schuster, wanted more emphasis on Maleme, to achieve overwhelming superiority of 
force. Major-General Kurt von Student wanted to disperse the paratroops more, to maximise 
the effect of surprise. As the primary objective, Maleme offered several advantages: it was the 
largest airfield and big enough for heavy transport aircraft, it was close enough to the mainland 
for air cover from land-based Bf 109 fighters and it was near the north coast, so seaborne 
reinforcements could be brought up quickly. A compromise plan by Hermann Göring was 
agreed, and in the final draft, Maleme was to be captured first, while not ignoring the other 
objectives. The invasion force was divided into Kampfgruppen (battlegroups), Centre, West and 
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East, each with a code name following the classical theme established by Mercury; 750 glider-
borne troops, 10,000 paratroops, 5,000 airlifted mountain soldiers and 7,000 seaborne troops 
were allocated to the invasion. The largest proportion of the forces were in Group West. 
German airborne theory was based on parachuting a small force onto enemy airfields. The 
force would capture the perimeter and local anti-aircraft guns, allowing a much larger force to 
land by glider. Freyberg knew this, after studying German operations and decided to make the 
airfields unusable for landing but was countermanded by the Middle East Command in 
Alexandria. The staff felt the invasion was doomed now that it had been compromised and may 
have wanted the airfields intact for the RAF once the invasion was defeated. This variable 
scenario should be played either as Axis Human vs the AI or PBEM. 
 
The variable scenario contains the following potential scenarios; 
 
%CG Crete Maleme Historical        Turns : 56 
 
%CG Crete Maleme Hypothetical       Turns : 56 
 
%CG Crete Retimo Historical        Turns : 12 
 
%CG Crete Heraklion Historical       Turns : 16 
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APPENDIX; ALTERNATIVE GRAPHICS SETS 
 
There are a number of different graphics included to allow players to customise the look of the 
game. These are also included to allow modders to see what could be done. 
 
As shown there are three different types of counter graphics; Side-on, Top down and NATO. 
These are all switchable in game and work at two different zoom levels. Switchable in game 
means that the player can change a setting and the game will load the appropriate graphics set. 
Importantly this is the only set that is automated. All other graphics that are shown in this 
appendices requires the player to overwrite files to adjust.  
 
 
Here are some examples of the three counter types that can be changed in settings;  
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Players can choose to change the Unit box. 
There is both the traditional one colour set 
as well as the default 'background' box. 
These are in the nationality directory. The 
file called ‘unitbox’ is used in game. The 
files unitbox - default & unitbox - alt 
correspond to the images on the left. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Under each nationality/unit directory is a default and alt directory. These contain unit pictures 
for 'transported' units. The default set has the vehicle behind the figure. The alternate set has 
the transport in the corner. Just copy the desired images into the unit directory. 
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